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“could not hold our

position much longer, unreinforced, I despatched an officer to Gen.
“Casey for that purpose. The Col. of the 100th
“X. Y. being killed, the Col. of the 104th being
“severely wounded, the Mujormortally wouud“ed, the Lt. Col. alwent sick, half of our men
“having fallen, killed or wounded, the enemy,
“ten times our numbers, being within a few
“feet of us, one of them striking Sergeant l’or“ter, the left guide of the ltftth on the neck
less
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“with his musket, and several ofthe 11th Maine

“being imyoneted, receiving no reinforcements,
“we were ordered, with Spmtt’s Battery, to retire, but unfortunately the horse of one of
“tlie pieces being killed, we were compelled to
"abandon that piece.”
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Battle of Fair Oak*.
Official Report of Gen. yaglee—Gallant
tluct of his Brigade.

..

gallant soldier, and his Artillery
a friend to whom they were entirely devoted.
Soon after this. Major Van Valkenburgh of
the same Artillery wa« killed by a rifle ball,
whilst actively engaged in working these liat-

State

executed

application

to

forehead, and died

pertaining to the of-

transacted

ui.

piece, he should
instruct his gunners to spike before leaving it,
he went into the redoubt to give these orders,
when he was shot by a rifle ball through the
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Legal

and

suc-

a

little while after Lieut. Iium-

sey, the Adjutant, in the same manner. All
of the field and staff officers being killed, I assumed the direction of the Batteries composing the 1st X. Y. Artillery.

eon-

Xo reinforcement having been sent to us,
and desirous of following up the success referred to, alsmt 3 1’. M. I rode to flic rear and
lead up the 66th X. Y., Lieut. Col. Thouronte,

1

to the line above referred to, where
their comrades of the 1st

they joined

Brigade.

York nnd 11th Maine

on

the left flank of the

his left, he withdrew
Island to the rear of

Long
road, making a continuous line
with the alxive, and the men ordered to lie
down, that they should escape the murderous fire that was incessantly pouring in from
the front. Scarcely was this done, before
the 87th New York Regiment, Col. 8. E. Dodge,
of Harney’s Division, Heintzlcman’s Corps,
came along the nine mile road with rapid step,
cheering most vociferously—passed the 11th,
104th and Long Island about fifty yards, received a volley, broke, and passed the whole of
them, running over the liacks of those lying
down—the latter remaining undisturbed until
the nine mile

ordered to rise and meet the accumulated force
that

tearing all before it. Volley after
volley was given and received. An order was
was

given to charge, but one hundred yards brought
into such close proximity with the enemy,
“tlutt a sheet of fire was blazing in our faces.”
The ranks on both sides wen* rapidly thinning,
but still the great disparity in our numbers
continued. So close were the contending forces
us

that

in many instances, whilst at a
charge, poured their fire into the breasts of the
enemy within a few feet from the point of their
our

men,

bayonets. This dreadful contest lasted until
nearly dark. My 11th, 56th and 104th suffered
dreadfully, lost the majority of their officers
and men.and were compelled to give way,carrying their wounded with them. It was then,
in the language of l>t Lieut. Haney, of the
104th, “that I (Lieut. Haney) and Lieut. Ashenfelden and others led Capt. Corcoran, Capt.
Swartzlander, and Lieut. Hamlin, of the 104th,
off the Held. It was getting dark—it was prole
ably half un hour licfore dark. We went down
the nine mile road and along the Williamsburg
road. The fighting was nearly over; our
troops were all retiring; we saw the enemy not
over seventy-five yards in our rear, and no

Headquarters Nagiev's Brigade,!
June 18,18*12.
)
LlEPTENANT:—Before attending to the ocand placed it in line at right angles to the Wilcurrences of the 31st of May, it w ould probaliamsburg road, alsiut 60 yards in advance of
bly add to a better understanding of the sub- I the redoubt, the left resting a short distance troops lietween us and them. All of our forces
ject, to refer to the advance of my Brigade on | from the road, and !*>fore getting into position were moving back, little regard being
paid to
the 24th, 25th and 2*ith—a week previous.
they were compelled to march over the lushes brigade, regimental, or even company organiHaving crossed the ltailrond Bridge and ex- of their killed and wounded comrades, anil zation.
Kearney's tnxips came, but did not
amined the. Ohlekahoininy from the Railroad
soon afterwards
found themselves fully enstay long. Capt. Corcoran continually becomto Bottom's Bridge, on the 20th—and made a
gaged. Leaving the 55th. my attention was ing weaker, we were compelled to carry him.”
reconnoisance from the “Chimney,” near Botdirected towards the right, when I found at 4
There was no running, and no panic, but all
tom’s Bridge to within two miles of the James'
P. M., tlie 55th, with 11th Maine, which after
moved off crowded together with a single purRiver, on the Quaker Road, on the 23d;—Gen. four hours’ contest had fallen back about four pose, ami that one to make a stand
upon the
M'Clellan ordered a reconnoisance of the
hundred yards, and were again placed at four
line of defences in the rear—the only ones of
the
Road and country by
Williamsburg Road,
o'clock and ten minutes, facing the front, in a
sufficient capacity to enable us to defend ouras far as the Seven Piues to be made, on Saturdepression in the ground, alsmt midway be- selves against vastly superior mimlx*rs until
day the 24th. with instructions, if possible, to tween the Williamsburg road and the Railroad, our reinforcements could be
hrouget together.
advance to the ‘'Seven Pines,” or the Forks of
and about three hundred yard* in front of the
Company I, Capt. Merrill, and Company E,
the direct road to Riebmond, and the road
nine mile road. Xear by X found the 52d,
Lieut. Sabine, of the 11th Maine, were on pickturning to the right Into the road leading from which had been ordered from the right, and I et duty along the Garnett field, in front of
“New Bridge” to Richmond, and to “hold that
placed them in echellon to the right and rear which several rebel regiments marched about
point if practicable.” Under these instruc- of the 56th, with the right resting upon and in dark. Some of the men crawled into the
wheat,
tions, with the addition of two Batteries of rear of a large pond. At this time the fire and shot three of the field officers as
they
Col. Bailey’s K. T. 1st Artillery, and Col.
here had cousidgpbly slackened, but wa* inmarched by. When Sedgwick crossed the
we
the
reconnoisance, creasing on the left. Returning in alsmt an Chickahominv,
Gregg’s Cavalry,
pushed
they immediately communicatnot without considerable opposition to the
hour to the left. X found the 55lb engaged to
ed with him. remained all night upon their
“Seven Pines” on the day referred to; one
their utmost extent, and ascertained for the
picket line, with the enemy in their front and
mile and a half beyond the Pines on the followfirst time that the enemy had discerned, what
rear, and on Sunday, at 0 A. M., came in, bringng day; to a line at right angles with the
I had long feared, that there were none of our
ing more prisoners than the entire number of
Railroad from Richmond to West Point, intertroops between the white oak swamp and a
men in their ranks.
secting it midway between the fifth and sixth line parallel with, and but two hundred yards
mile posts on the following day, aud on the
from the Williamsburg road, lie had more
sick in the hospital, where there were a numday after, the 27th, extended it across to the 9 than an hour before discerned this, and with
ber of the same regiment. After the fight
mile road where it Is intersected by the road
concealed
in
the
sliarpehooters
woods, they
grew warm, he exclaimed—“Boys, all who can
to Garnett’s house, and thence by this road
had killed many of our most valuable officers
hold up your heads, follow me!” More than a
bearing to the left, our picket lines extended had picked off the cannonnce**, had killed
score followed him.
He shouldered his musto the Chickahominy. This line from the river
from three to four horses out of every team
ami all joined their regiment, and fought
ket,
across the Railroad to the Williamsburg road
attached to the artillery, and at the time of my
mo«t gallantly.
Bice, after seventeen rounds,
was about three miles long, and was picketed
return had driven the men from the rifle
pit*. delivered with
deadly effect.—for he was an
at first by the first Brigade, afterwards by
Xo time was to be lost. Fitch's battery was, l
excellent shot,—was severely wounded in the
Casey’s Division,—but placed more dirertly ordered off to the rear. The battery under
thigh, anil was carried from the field.
under the charge and protection of the RegiLieut. Ilart was next ordered to retire, but it
ments of First Brigade, which were encamped
Company E, 104th Pennsylvania, Capt. Harwas soon found that but one limber could be
along its entire extent for that purpose. The pioved. I ordered the pieces to be spiked, but vey. Lieut, ('roll and fifty-eight men, were expicket line proposed to be kept up, and the after spiking the pieces in the redoubt, those tended on picket duty from the railroad to the
corner at the intersection of the nine mile road
supports to the same, from the left of the above
on the outside were in the
possession of the
with the road to Garnett's house; when alxmt
of
picket line on the Williamsburg road to the
enemy. By way
precaution I had ordered
3 P. M. the enemy approached, hut left them
White Oak Swamp, being especially entrusted
the prolongers to be fixed to the section* of
tn flon rVttirlt
Regan’s battery still firing up the Williams- unmolested, after firing some scattering shots,
during which time they took thirteen prisonThis was the line of our advance on Satur- j burg road, and ordered it to retire firing, until
day the 31st of May at 12 M., when two shells in the aliattis that crossed the road. I then ers. After 5 P. M. they again approached in
force along this entire line. With the assistthrown into our camps first announced the
withdrew this regiment under the protection
ance of our supports, we held them in check
hostile intentions of the enemy. No alarm
of its fire, which had fought most gallantly,
for nearly an hour, when finding themselves
was
seldom that
was felt by any one, for it
suffered severely, and contributed much in the
surrounded and taken prisoners, ('apt. Harvey
end towards saving Regan’s battery from falltwenty-four hours passe^gbat we did not exchange similar salutations.
ing into the hand* of the enemy. Then the was placed in charge of an officer with five
Soon thereafter it was reported that an atmen, and was marching off, when a shell strikentire field in our immediate rear being in
and killing the officer, the captain took adtack was im|*ending—the usual orders were ispossession of the enemy, who had pressed to ing
sued, and within half an hour the troops moved j within a few yards of us, supporting many of vantage of the confusion, and made his escape.
our wounded horses to
to positions that were assigned to them by Gen.
keep them from falling Four of the men afterwards came in.
|
On Saturday, Lieut. Col. Hoyt, of the r,2d
Casey, beiug at this time, on the nine mile in the traces, we brought the last sections of
the battery rrom the field. The air by this
road.ncar a breast-work fronting the old tavern,
Pa., was in charge of the Pioneers of the 1st
then under construction, and judging from the
time was literally filled with iron and lead.
brigade, with companies of the-, builddischarges of musketry, which were becoming
Returning rapidly to my 5»Ith X. Y. end 11th ing a bridge which I had directed to lie built
frequent, that something serious was intended, ; Maine, my anticipations there were realized. across the Chickahominy: remaining upon the
I hastened in the direction indicated by the
Being successful in turning our left flank, the
ground and informing himself of the proceedAre, and soon arrived u|>on the ground, on the
enemy had opened a most destructive crossings upon tlie extreme right, he rendered most
Williamsburg Rond, aliout three-quarters of a
fire upon them from the pieces near the redoubt
services by advising General Sumner,
valuable
j
mile in front of the Seven Pines, when I found
as soon as he had crossed the
that had not been spiked, and this, with the
swamp, of the
Gen. Caaey, who had placed the 100th N. Y.,
Are from their immediate front, was no longer
precise position of onr forces and those of the
Col. Brown, on the left of that Hoad, behind a
to be endured, and they w ere withdrawn and
enemy. After which, the enemy having pressed
Held of large timber, that had been cut down ;
down between the B. B. and General Sumner,
marched from the nine mile road and placed
on the right of the same road was placed Capt.
Lieut Col. Hoyt, with the alxive and some of
in position in rear of this road, about seven
Spratt's N. Y. Battery of four pieces; on the hundred yards from the Seven Pines, where the 100th N. Y. that were driven from the
right of these were three companies of the 11th I soon their services were required. In the picket line near the Chickahominy, remained
Maine, Col. Plaisted, and on the rigid ol the
meanwhile, Col. Xeil of the 23d I’a., had come with General Sumner until Sunday, and lx*11th Maine were eight companies of the 104th,
u|M>n the ground occupied by Col. Dodge, and i
Pa., Col. Davis; 4 companies of the ] ltli Maine
induced hiui to advaace in front uud to the
After leaving the battle field at dark, the
were on picket duty, hut being driven in
right of the position that had been assigned to brigade, numlif ringoncthnusand.were marched
formed with the 50th N. Y., Lt. Col. Jandan,
him. whiie he, Col Xeil, occupied that which \ to the right rifle pits of the new defences—but
at his encampment, in line of battle, parallel
vacated. But these dispositions were
vacated them at the request of Gen. Kearney,
j the 52d
with and about 800 yards in rear of the picket I
scarcely made before the masses of the enemy anil occupied those on the left, with the other
line, 200 yards to the left of the Railroad, Col. ! broke through, and a few minutes sufficed to brigades of Casey’s Division, when* we reDodge’s 52d Pa., supporting the picket line on : leave the half of Dodge’* command upon the mained under arms in the rain all night.
the extreme right, formed at his eucampment,
1 have shown, in the history of the Battle of
ground, and to force Xeil precipitately from
on the « mile, road, 3-4 of a mile in rear of the
Seven Tines, the conduct of every one of the
hi* position.
large Garnett fleld. The remaining companies
regiments of the 1st Brigade, from the first
miiumuif; juiunm
oxu,“iur ll
of the 104th Pa^ and 11th Maine, were on
volley fired at noon until the enemy, havwas now- reduced to a little over one hundred
driven our troops from the ground, near
picket duty along the large fleld in the direc- men,—were conducted
along the nine mile ing
tion of the Chickahominy.
dark, cut off the retreat of the 52d by the Wilroad to the Seven Pine*, where, finding the riliamsburg road, and were still annoyed by
iuy
ujiuii
^iuuim,auutu
fle pits occupied, they took possession of a
their deadly fire.
1 P. M., the Are then being quite frequent, anil
fence and some out-houses, anil did most ef_1
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fective service.

104th and 11th to charge, when as reported by
Col. Davis, “The regiments sprung forward

hundred yards into and along the woods to the
left and front of the Seven Pines, where
they

“toward the enemy with a tremendous yell. In
“our way was a high worm fence, which cut
“our former line of battle, but the boys sprang
“over it, with the same enclosure with the en“cmy, when we formed and resumed the tight.

“The tattle

VI*.

me

from the direction oftlie main Richmond stage
road, (ien. Casey gave an order to the ltJOth

now raged with
great fury and the
•‘firing was much hotter than before. Spratt’s
“Battery during this time had kept up a lively II e in the same direction. At ubout 8 P.
“M..the enemy being largely reinforced, press'll us in front and flank, and seeing that wo

Afterwards they crossed to
position, and advanced two

the left of Couch’s

remained

actively employed until near dark,
when the enemy advancing rapidly in masses
to the rear of the nine mile road, inclined
towards the Williamsburg road, sweeping everything from the fields, our forces making one
general simultaneous movement to the rear,

which did not stop until all arrived at the line
of the fence, one mile in the rear. The 52d,

having their

retreat rut off.

escaped by passing

through the woods to the left and rear to the
sawmill at the White <htk Swamp, and thence

The list of casualties show that there were
taken into the action 84 officers and 1600 men;
and that 35 officers and fit 13 men
Mounded and taken

were

killed,

prisoners—being 42

per
cent, of the former, and 37 per cent, of the
latter. Of the 03 of the lltli Maine that were
led into the fight by Col. l’laisted, 52 M erc killed
and wounded.
That the

brigade fought well,

tire divisions of his army, with two in reserve,

that late in the day

Following down the nine mile road after
Dodge was compelled to retreat, alxmt five
hundred yards from the Seven Pines, 1 tound
Col. J. Adams, commanding the 1st Long Island, which was placed across the road, a porportion of the right flank being in rear of it,
with the left flank extending to the front and
left. Advising Col. Adams of the rapid approach of the enemy, of the direction he was
coming, and of the position of the 5fith New

none can

deny

—for

they lost 638 of their number. Their
bodies were found over every part of the field,
anil where these bodies lay, Mere found double
their number of the enemy. The enemy, more
generous than our friends, admit "that we
fought most desperately, and against three cn-

JULY

For three and one-half hours

HOTELS^

VOLUME xli.
TIIE FORTY-FIRST VOLUME OF THIS PAPER

contested
every inch of ground with the enemy, and did
we

Will Commence

yield in that time the half of one mile,—
fought from 12 M. until 3 and a half, P. M.
with but little assistance—and until dark, with
our comradi-s of other regiments and of other
divisions, wherever we could be of service; and
when, at dark, the enemy swept all before him,
we were the last to leave the ground.
Since the Hattie of Seven Pines, now
nearly
not

July 29.

All persons who now subscribe to the Mirror
by
paying £2 shall have a receipt to the close of Volume

We

ending July 29, 1863—being
quarter.
We arc happy to

almost

a

announce

Rev. Messrs. Pond,

Professors in

E. O. Mayo,

subscriber would rery respectfully anto his numerous friends, ana the
public generally, that during the temporary
L—
Icompulsory suspension of his business he
has furnished tliia well-known house anew, and is
now

BY

Illiiled

enterprising, vigorous and lire Daily Morning
Paper, containing the latest and fullest news by mail
and telegraph.

We subjoin

lished in

as you and a hundred
most patriotic and

State.

contributors

liberty-loving

the Press will

j

himself upon the natiou’s heart

incorruptible 'patriot, an inflexible Chief Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not Jonly in
the matchless operations of our army and navy, bnt
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion,'our Government securities arc
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exas an

only available means of accomplishing such
as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

We

inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it

obviously

Maine; and

need

good religions

one

which

one

cau
•

occasionally

thing*

changing

|

interests.

political department,

Depart- {
ucglcctcd. Particular at ten- j

an indispensable institution of the State, and a genial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, counting-lio'isc, and family circle. The Editor*, not un-

people

Maine, will give their undivithem, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, aud the exigencies of the times demandknown to the

ded

one

energies

ta

of

the work before

that shall be true to the

popular instincts.

The Portland Daily Press is

printed with entype, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted,) at $5 per annum. Subscriptions for
less than six months, 50 cents per month.

tirely

new

The Maine State

Press, large, neatly printed,

of the week, and original aud selected Political, Agricultural, Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at $1.50 per
year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of.fire new subscribers, cash in advance,
an extra copy will be seut gratis.
aud well tilled with the

N. A.
J. T. Gilman,
J B. Hall.

Foster.)
J
\

1

Its Local

it

news

N. A. Footer k

Co., Publishers.

tindenigned cordially approre the enterprise
projected in the foregoing l’rosjtectus, and earnestly
commend the new paper to the hearty support of the
People of Maine.
The

May. 1*2.
LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
NELSON DINGLEY, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS,
N. A. EAR WELL.
8. P. STRICKLAND,

j

It would Ik* difficult for me to express too strongly
liow desirable on every account, it seems to ine to be
that the Mirror should be well sustained. Now here
is the influence of a
religious newspaper more
In no State is it more
important than it is m Maine
the
that
important
Congregational churches should
have an organ o* 'K’rown. Nor do I see how any
reasonable v
cs.<
ask tor a U tter organ than the
Minium. Some other papers indeed are enabled to
a greater ijuanfitv
of reading for the same
supply
price; but other tilings being «*tjual; a medium silt'd
sired
is better than a larger
like
a
medium
book,
l«|N*r
one, and 1 can say in all sincerity, that I know of no

pood

small, metrojsditan or provincial,
w I rich,
with so little intermingling of what is of a
different character contains a larger amount or a
greater variety of readable, reliable and every way
valuable matter, original and selected, than the Mir-

paper, large

I place a number U|h>ii tile without a
distinct feeling of regret in regard to more or less of
what it contains, that I cannot have it in a volume on
my shelves where it will bo constantly at baud.
ror.

From Kev. Drs. Bliepard and Harris.
Mr. Loro. Drtir Sir.-—Permit ns to express our de-

sire that the Mniuou may receive the confidence and
of ourchurch«*s and Congresupport of the members
gations in Maine. It is conducted with painstaking
and ability. It is a judicious and earnest
supporter
of the doctrinc*s and polity of our churches, or their
interests
MM their
■Menrj
Its religious articles for family reading are choice. Its
summary of news, though necessarily condensed, is
comprehensive and well-digested. The occasions for
difference res|H*ctiii£ the abdication of Christian
truth to civil and social affairs are passing away, and
Christian p<*ople are rapidly approaching unanimity ;
candor, forbearance and i*tienee, with the grace and
of l*od, will enable them to obtain it.—
Jnder these circumstances we hop* that those who
take a religious paper will make a trial of the Mirror; and we expect—we think W'ith ginni reason—
that they will Ik* satisfied with it. A Maine pa|>er has
obvious advantages to Maine
atavve cue published abroad, and presents obvious claims to their
CaRO. 8HKPARD,
support.
SAM ILL HAKIMS.
Bangor, May 12, 1862.

enterprise*

BENJ KINGSBURY. Jr.,
CLEMENT PIIINNEY,
DANIEL ELLIOT,

LUKE BROWN,

O. G.

COOK,

EDWARD L. l’lCKARI),
JOHN T. HULL,
CHARELS 11. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY I* LORD.
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OREK RING.
WILLIAM GRAY.
JOHN M. STEVENS,
AUG. F. OEIMSII.
FHANCIi F. PRAY.
WM. II PLUMMER.

at a

Bath.

•.•Terms *1 per dajr. Stable connected

Bath. June 23. 1*62.

jI

spiritual

A. W. BANFIELO,

IMPORTER AMD DEALER IM

Committee.

dtf

DIRIQO EATIHO HOUSE,

FANCY
Cumberland Co.

AND

GERMAN,

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

Com.

YANKEE NOTIONS,

STATIONERY, TOTS, Ac.,

City Comiuittoof

28 anti 30 Federal and
ADDISON

W.

BAM FI ELD.

106 Congress Streets,

Boston.

Portland.
1*. .1. FonntPT.lt t
Julie 23

fan

be

utaoi rovncnois.

Every Delicacy

BROOK TROl'T a»eall klndiKGAME
Served

to

order.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

ET" Frog* Served

to

Order. -4E3

*.• Meal, to Rboclar Boarder* at Reduced Ratea.
Open every Sunday from 8 to I, and from S to 6
o’clock.
jc23cdtr

and

Phillips.

Passengers for thin rente will take the earn at the
Portland. Sara k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portlaud Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON. Sap't.
Mar 5. PWJ
jiinrXMtf

_Fsrmfngton

fhnml at the above place.

nljr

TICKETS”

W THROUGH
To

Chicago, Cihcihhati. Cletelahd. Detroit,
Tolrivo, st. Paul. La CnoaaR, st. Louts,
New Oklsaxa, or any pari of the

WEST, SOUTH
D.

W. CLARK,

OR

JfORTU

ERIE

RAILWAY.

Via BcrrALo, Duhhirk,

aho

Niagara Falla.

This road is naoAD ouaor and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cam.

SILVER STREET

ICE HOUSE

ABD

All orders promptly attended to, and the
BEST QUALITY OF ICE delivered in any part of

city,

at the market raters.

To Lumber

br

Jgr

Yon

Dealers, Builders, and

dawtf

STEAMBOATS.

others.

THE

Portland and New York Steamers.

LUBBER PLANIHG KILL,
Near the (hot of Union Street, wliere they hope to be
able to give all the accommodation and
which the nature of the business will admit.

dispatch

Tvrmko. Sweep
to as

aid

Circular

heretofore.

Sawibo, Be.,

The Splendid and (kst Steamship
"CHESAPEAKE" Captain Si us xr

Crowell, will until (briber notier ran
ns follows:
Leave Hrowns Wharf. Portland, retry WEDNESDAY, at I P. M.. and have Iter 9 North Hirer, Now
York, every
at 8 o'clock. P. M.
This vt-seeI is ailed up with One accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedv.sate and
comfortable mate for travellers betweeu New York
and Maine. Passage 86.00, including Fare and Stale
Rooms.
f*onds forwarded br this line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Batb, Augusts, Easlport and M.
I

SATURDAY,

OFFICE 6 UNION STREET.
WINSLOW k DOTEN.
Portland

can

W. D. LITTLE. Annrr.
O0rt 81 Krckange Street.
save money by
seenring tickets tt thin

2w

nndersirned hereby rive notice thst they have
established a

attended

provided with

tJTTicket* sold In Portland at lowest Boston rates

No. 32 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, Me.

the

WEST,

BT TDK

-DBA I.Kit IB-

Jane 23,1802.

3tw4wl

Crockery Ware, China, Snebee,
ODD.

Shipper*

-ABD-

GLASS

WAREj

AT LOW TRICKS.

PLATED

WATIE,

Canter., Spoon., Fork*. Cant
and Cake Banket*,

Table

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN. KBOXY
1IAXDLKO

AND

8. B. WAITE.

EDWARD

Port land

1\ BANKS,

72 EXCHANGE STREET.

are requested to send their frelf ht to the
before 8 I*. M.. ou the day tha. «be .caves

For fr»‘iirht or passage apply to
KMKKY k FOX. Brown's Wharf. Portland.
H. B ( KoMWKJ.I k CO., No. M West 8troei,
New Y ork.
June 23 l^Q.
dtf

M O N 1 It E A L,

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

COCOA

M UNION STREET,
je23—€weod

•It-amrr

KNIVES.

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.

Hail Line.

ONK of the following fin*t-cta*s. powerful Steamer*: III HENMAN. NORTH
AMEKH AN, N( >RWElilAN. JI RA.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXoN. NOVA Si Oil AN—will sail from Quebec every Sat Urdu' morning, for IJverpool. via Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per Gram! Trunk Trains
with I'nited States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M
connecting with Steamer at
every Saturday

Quebec

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow;
Third Class, 830. First Class. 8S7 to 883 according
to accommodation,—which iucludes tickets on Grand

Railway.
Prepaid and' return

Trunk

Near Canon Boast and Pool Offiff, Portland, laiat,
DIALER

Ilf

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

tickets Issued at reduced rate*.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out aud
back. 9160.
Apply to Edutonstone. Allan k Co., Montreal, or to

J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND
June 23. 1W2
dtf

—AXD—

Geo. Warren,
scccEaaoa to

SILVER SPOONS AND FORKS, CUPS. BUTTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES. NAPKIN KINGS,

SPECTACLES AND EYEGLASSES,

TLATED TEA SETS, CASTORS, AND CAKE
BASKETS. BUTTER KNIVES, k SPOONS.
Shell and Horn Combs, Fan*, Cant*. Accordeons,
Wallet*, Card Cases, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth, llair, and Shaving Brushes; Farina Cologne,
Lullin’* Extracts; CLOCKS.

Quadrant*, Spy Glasses. Barometer*, Surveyor*’
Compnwea, Hunter's Scab**, Divider*.

Rule*. Protractor*, Drawing Instruments.
Land Chaiu*, Thermometers, Linen Trovers, Opera
Glasses.

THAYER Jit WARREN,
Proprietor of the

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
8teerage Passage. 82n. Also, Ageut for New York
and IJverpool Steamships, sailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool every Weduesdav, aud ealliug at ijuecustown, Ireland. 1 abiu
Passage, 876. 3*1 (. lass, 830.
Sight Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upwajd. payable at any Hank in Great Britain or Ireland constantly for sale.
For Passage Certificates. Steamer Tickets, Draft*,
or for further information. Address,
GEO. WARREN. 90 State Street. Boston, Mam.

CONVKEM NTHEET SEMINARY,
FOB A’OVHfl LADIES -AMD MISSES

Parallel

Him E. I. Whittier,

•

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
Charts,
Navigator,
Sth, aud Continue 15 week*.
Nautical Almanacs. Sumner's Method, Ship Master's |
I'rior to Juh 21*t. ftill information can be obtained
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen's Friend or Manual.
of the Principal, 340 ('ongretf Street. Hour* from
Ship Master'* Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for j 8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturdays. After that time application may be made at 40 State Street
4c.
Freight, Ac.,
2awl0w
Portland, June 23. 1SU2.
W ate he* and Jewelry Repaired.
IIIoiip) Lost
CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED AND RATED.
A SUM OK MONEY. The IndvrtrM be
I P Time determined by transit.„df|
J suitably rewarded by leaving the same at thl*
t »HI«
dStawfcwtf
Portland, .lime 2J, IMS
Bowditch’s

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
Republican

ton.

;

Stage leaven Strickland's Ferry Tnesdays. TbsrsNo. 7 MILK STREET,
PORTLAND, ME. ! duys and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Pent
and Dixlteld; ret urniw opposite duv*
JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.
Stage leaves North Jlv for East Dtxflelrf, DixSeld,
and Weld, on Tmsdaya, Thursdays and
.Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
of the Season
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingfleld. on Wednesdays and SaturServed np at nil hour..
on Mondays and
Friday*.
days, returning
TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
Stages leave Farmiugton daily, for Strong. Avon

and Mariner*'

Rep.

|

—

(Successor to 1*. J. Forristull ami 31 ill* k Forrwtal),

ENGLISH, FRENC H

°n »nd after Mohbat, Mar 6,
lsgj,
wjll leava Portland for Lewfctou
raimmgton via Brunstgfek, at 1 P. II
Leave Farmington for Lwwi-ton, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick. at 9 ISA M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 to A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lawta-

r^3fi3-

PLUMMER.

people,

Republican
State

Jf,

Barely do

EUGENE HALE,

R. B. FULLER.
C II B. WOODBURY,
T HARMON.
E. WOODBURY,

Rl'MXRk AKIAVUUHTT.

388, Waabixgtox St

or

Irrovidence

Portland, May 19, 1862.

By C. M

EgTl

da*if

ANDROHUOCCIN RAILROAD.

HOTEL,

BATH

a

C. C. EATON.

Jooe 83.

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
Boston, January. 1862.
dTmis

paper in

(if it can be* made satisfactory,) fas
enough. We need it, not only as a vhchicle of intelligence and thought, but for the publication of notices. aud the accomplishment of various local objects

sanc-

the Commercial and Maritime
It will be the aim of its conductors to make

L

with house.

thought',

be

and best

access
routes of
easy
travel.
It contains the modern improveintents, and every convenience for the comrt and accommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of room* are well arrauged. and completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
aud the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

Professors in Bangor Theological Seminary.
From R(iv. Dr. Pond.

though

to

the

Dr. Carruther*.

be reached in no other way.
•
•
I have been a subscriber for the Mirror
legal
and a constant reader of it for almost thirty years;—
I have seen
and
In it
rights of loyal men. it will neither ‘apologize for an
which I did not like, (aa I do m most other papers!)
evil which constitutes the foulest blot upon our
still all candid readers must acknowledge that the
national character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
Mirror has bees, from the first, the steadfast advoevents that seems destined to sweep from existence
cate of liospel order and truth, and an important
auxiliary in the great work of enlightening and evanan institution which is the greatest anomaly in a free
gelizing'Maine. I will also say that I think the Mirgovernment. The emancipation of slavery in the j ror has never been more ably and faithfully conductfederal Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
ed than during the last few year*. The present editor
devote* time, and
and labor to it, and sucthe loyal State governments, to secure gradual emanceed* in making it (wliat he has shown himself
cipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all ! abundantly able to do) an interesting weekly visitaut
other constitutional measures looking to a peaceful
to our families and homes.
It -liould be farther considered, that some of the
removal of our greatest “moral, political aud social
exciting questions which once threatened to divide
evil,” will find in the Tress a generous aud hearty ! us, are
their form* aud losing their interest.
They may give place to others, foraugnt we know, or
support.
may themselves come ap again; but at pre*,ent wo
arm to hate got beyond them.
The 3tiRr.oK is au
proposed for the 1'rkm, and intending that, aiike in
unflinching supporter of the government of the
war and in peace—in our country’s peril and in its | United State* in its contest with the slavery rebellion.
It is also a sincere friend to the colored race, and is
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, wc
ready to unite in all well considered efforts for their
do not lose sight of the fart that true men have honliberation aud advancement—though 1 am far from
advising any one as to what, or how many religious
estly differed, and that, coming by different routes
papers he shall take, yet I will venture to promise
they now And themselves travelling parallel roads;
that we make trial of the Mirror. As we ought to
and, instead of seeking to widen the difference* behave and must have one religious paper in Mm* State,
tween those who are required by a common patriot- ! let ns take hold of this together; suboenbe for it,
write for it, and endeavor to make it such as our
to
in
ism
act
concert, the 1’kkhs will labor hopefully ;
churches require.
to encourage unity of pur|x>sc and harmony of actKrona Professor D. T. Smith.
ion among all loyal men.

no case

Boston, Mass.,

largest
arranged Hotel in
T8the New
England States; is centrally located. and
of
from all the

details in the daily papers. You tell us what we
really need to know; and a great many things that
we ought to do.

nor

but will

given

On and after April 38. the Steam“NKW BRUNSWICK
and
"MIKK.ST ( II Y" will, until forher notice, leave P. 8 h P K. R.
si. loot ot state street, a* follows:
.Steamer "New Bruns* i.-k." (.apt. K. B. Wutcaanter, will leave for Eawtpobt aud 8t. Joan averr
MONDAY, at 6 o’clock. P. M.
Returning will leave ST. Jons every THURSDAY
MoRNINti, at 8 o'clock, for Kabtpout, Portland
mol Bowros.
Steamer "roreat City,” Capt. E. Fl*Lt> will leave
for Ea»tpo*t and St. Johs every THUKSDAY at
6 o clock P. M.
Through tickets arc sold by this line connecting at
Eawtpobt with stage coaches for Macbiaw, aad
with Steamer oueeu for
Robbinaton, Calais, St.
Stephen*, and ST. Andrew*. and at the latter place
over Railway for ( *jTnasiar; from thence
per
state coaches for Wooostik * and Hocltos. which
i* the clnapest and moat expeditious
way of reaching
the Aro«i*took County.
We also ticket through per Steamers and Railway*
for WisDsoe, Halipax. Diobt.
KaxnxaieTos,
Staaax, Moncton. Shepiac, Prince Edwabb
Island, Pirroc, North Shore op New Barsawick, MikimU'RI, and Bay or Chalk s

City

AMEBIC AM HOUSE,

citing

From

endorse any compromises
in rebellion against the laws of the land,

meut will in

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Teraas Master ate Ay the Week ar Day.
Bath, June 23. 1*3.
dtf

by

hut

Steamship Company.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

within three minutes walk of the Depot, steamboat
Landing, Tost Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly In the business centre of the City.

make it. The
among us cannot

taken from the beginning, and on many accounts
have highly valued, may again secure general support,
aud prove in its future course to be a paper in w Inch
we can all unite.
In most of the views expressed in
relation to this subject,
Professor Pond, in the
Mirror of this week, 1 fully concur. Your own offer “to send it without charge to any who mav be desirous of receiving it, till the meeting of the June
(State] Conference iu Portland,” is fair and liberal.—
You will permit me however to inquire whether It
might not be well to send one number at least to every
Congregational minister in the State, who is not now
a subscriber, without waiting for an application, since,
otherwise many may uot know that such a proposal
lias been made.

fords the

tion will be

Proprietor.

cities.
The Haoadahock is one of the finest, most spacious, and best api>oiuted Hotels in the Mate, located

can

[From Rev. Dr. Tappan.]
In common with many others, I have earnestly desired that we might hate in Maine, under the auspices
of our denomination, but one religious
newspaper,
and I cannot but hope, that the Mirror, which 1 have

in the Bill coniciousness that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and af-

city and Mate.

International

of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kcmict»cc, twelve miles
from tlie sea. and afTords one of the most
ng retreats from the dust and turmoil of our

It contains a weekly summary of events written In I
lively style—criticisms, literary and moral, of great
practical value—and such matter* of general and de- j

Republican principles, and,
political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as #the Republican
party which, in the brief etiapter of its history already
written, lias successfully re fated the allegation of Its
enemies that its designs and tendencies were sectional. and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
Just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other organizations
have so generally become infected with a disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, the Prkar
will cordially sustain the organization of that party

interest* of the

Aagnsta, April, 1862.jam 23dtf

a

as

be earnestly

Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on tin
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
Kennebec Koads.
Freight trains run dally between Augusts and Fortland.
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Mauager and ftnperintendeat.

ers

THE

College.

iiominational interest as serve to keep its readers well
‘posted up.’ If ministers and others, at different
points in oar large State, would be a little more communicative of local facts, they would greatly increase
its intrinsic worth, aud proportionally enlarge its circulation.

*f

ton.

sf

BATH, MAIMS.

complain of its tone in these stirring times; and I
sometimes almost wish I were compelled to rely upon |
your weekly summary instead ot reading so inanv ex- j

From Rer.

hibit and defend sound

the Press will
devoted to the advancement of the best

ME.

MAG ADA HOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,

TESTIMONIALS.
some extracts from letters recently pub-

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Aside from it*

earner

CHAft. H. ADAMS,
jc23—3in

columns.

our

From Professor* in Ilowdoin

may be proper to say, that while the Tress sill
tion no interference with the constitutional or

CoHgrrss,

oa

NT A OK COSRKCTIOIi.
Stage* leave Bath dally (Sunday, ,«eepted) at 800
P. X.. on arrival of tnun from Portland aad
Boston,
fur Wiacaawt. Hainariacotta, Waldo boro', w~.nl—A
and Tliomadton.
Stages leave Augusta dally (Sunday, excepted), for
lt' lfmat. oa arrival of traio from Portland Rod Boa-

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OR DAY.

Other i*apers. published out of the limit* of the
State, are useful; but they cannot be expected to take
a
the
Is a large, well-filled, carefully edited, and neatly
place and to fulfill all the objects of a paper published among ourselves. The Mirkor is well known
printed weekly paper, intended specially for general
to our
religious people, and ha* been conducted by
circulation throughout the State.
Mr. Lord, its present editor, with earnest Christian
fidelity, with a high degree of ability, and at the same
Both of the above nam<>d papers will labor to j time in such a manner as to bring to light and to cherish those local religious sympathies and interests,which
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political princan be reached only by a |«per published iu the State.
ciples and to promote the material interests of the
From Rev. Dr. ('bickering.
State, and of the City of Portland as it* interests
All necessity for two papers having ceased, we
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the
ought to hare one taken hi all our churches, as good

men

PORTLAND,

M..

Aagtwta.

THIS is the largest Hotel In the State, possessing all the modern improvements, and
Unit class in every appointment.

Tortlana, May, 1862.

Portland Daily Press is intended to bo

an

with

train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Baturdava. at 8.16 P
rival of train from Boston, for Bath aad

cus-

It

are taken homo and preserved, to be examined
at leisure—their contents are more thoroughly scanned—and they are often sent to absent frieiidsto convey to those abroad, some idea of the state of affiura
at home.

JOSEPH B. IIALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

results

to wait upon his

prepared

Preble Streets.

they

parlizan spirit,

ever

PREBLE HOUSE,

eekly papers generally, and especially religions
ones, an* less likely to.be destroyed than those more
secular—they are read more in families than I>ailie»—

AMD

It will neither seek

better than

sumption.
W

a mere

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening 1Vain*.
Ob Monday trains leave Aagasta at 6.80 A. M and
A.’ **•’ for Port land, conaceting with tha
8.4A A. M

tomers, and hojies by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received
E. <i. MAYO
dfcwtf
l'assadumkeag. June 23. IMS.

This being pre-eminently a Family Journal is one of
the best channels for advertisements relating to Books,
Kales, lA'gal Notices, and ail articles of general con-

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

to foster

MAINE.

epitome

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

design

Leave Portland for Bath and Aogwata at LOOP. M.,
at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
train* for stations on that road; and at Aagnsta with
tin-.somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Watrrvtll#,
Kendall’s Mills and Hkowhcgan, and at he,.(tail's
Mills with the Penobscot A Kennebec Road for lita*
field, Newport aad Bangor; arriving tame night.

nounce

or THE

a

Farmington.
connecting

TIIE

family

follow*:

aa

Augusta lor Bath, Portland and Boatow.at 11.18 A.
M., connecting at Brun*wiek with the I adniaiinaala
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Kalla, Wilton tad

Proprietor.

FASSADUMXEAO,

intended to be a safe
newspaper; with nothing
to offend the most fastidious— neither
cherishing a
morbid appetite, nor catering to a
perverted taste.
We do not claim for it that it is the oldest, the far*
gest, the newest, even the best paper in the world: or
that the Church and State would fall without it.
We claim for the Mirror that it is a Christian
paper.
It aims to be a true reflector of Bible
principle aud
practice; and in the correction of moral evils and the
renovation of Society, to hold forth the true remedy.
It can be said of our paper that while its correspondence is not meagre, its
of news and compact
items of iuterest is inferior to that of no other
paper,
and its abstract of valuable articles in American and
Foreign Quarterlies has supplied a place not filled by
anv other religious print.
If any want a paper that can safely be a companion
on the Sabbath, that gives an
unprejudiced view of
public affair*, that aids to be a transcript of the age
without identifying Itself with its errors, that chronicles to minuteness religious and revival news, that
holds firmly the doctrines and
practice of a protested Christianity and can be safely put into the hands
of the young, we ask them to take the CuiufrriAX
Mirror.

PROSPECTUS

not with

P***cnger train* will leave dailv, (Si*.

i^ESHBday^ except.d)

CENTRAL HOtlSK

is

appropriated to the most interesting Literary, Scientific, and Commercial miscellany that can be gathered.
It has a department expressly for Children. It is

Conduct such as this, if it be not worthy of
commendation, should not call forth censure:
for censure, undeserved, chills the ardor and
daring of the soldier, and dishonor both the
living and the dead.
Very respectfully,
II. M. Naoi.ee,
Brig. Gen. Com’g 1st Brig., Casey's Div.
To Asst. Adjt. General Foster, Casey's Division, Army of Potomac.

inasmuch

Commenced April 14;A. 180.

sea-bathing and water rxcursious. A Steamer runs from Portland dailv.
Experienced
In attendane.
Je25*Aw

other
paper.
The fourth page is

the natural consequence of being encamped
proximity with the outposts.

indellihly impressed

Proprietor.

OPEN for (icntcel Hoarder*—three mile*
from Portland—within thlrtr rod* of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for Ashing,

no

in close

give an earnest, cordial,
and generous support to the administration of Abraham Lincoln, who in little more than one year, has

BRACKETT,

•

~

None of the brigade, regimental or company baggage was lost.
Some of the shelter tents, knapsacks and
blankets fell into the hands of the enemy, which

Politically,

bchmer AKuronnr.

year and

paper devoted to the diffusion of moral, religious, educational, and such other inteliigeuce as
pertains to the welfare of society.
Its foreign and domestic news is made up to the
hour (Monday uoon) of going to press, and is sufficiently general to meet the wants of those who take
Tills

half a mile in rear thereof.

The

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S ISLAND,
HENRY M.

columns of this paper.

the line of outposts established by the First
Brigade on the 20th of May—our line being

EDITED

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

Shepard,
Smith,
Bangor
Theological Seminary, as stated contributors to the
Harris and

_RAILROADS._

Bummer Retreat,

one

three weeks, a force ten times tile number of
Casey and Couch have not been able to regain

was

N0, a

THE CHRISTIAN MIRROR.

brought in.”

were

1, 1862.

Blunt's Coast lllot.

THE

I08T.

(From our Regular t'oiter-pondent.]
Letters from the Backwoods of Maine.

THE DAILY PKESS.
PORTLAND,

Ho.

2—Kineo to KatoMin.
Dear Press:—The approach to Kineo
Point, on which the hotel Is located, is one of

MAINBi

Tuesday MorniUg, July 1, 1862.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATION.
FOR

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,
The Kelt Governor of Maine.

State, and by

the

many thought to lie first in
than one, was a merchant—a
“Merchant Prince.” Gov. Anderson of IJelmore

senses

Ihst, was
ceptable

merchant, and made a very acChief Magistrate.
Gov. Morrill—

also

a

Anson P.—was a farmer and manufacturer.
We are not aware that any material interests of
the State have suffered in the hands of such
men, more than in the hands of those “learned
in the law.” Gov. Hubbard—a man admitted
to lie incorrupt ilily honest—is a physician, anti
now, siuce the roltcs of State have been laid

by him, he has returned to his profession,
and, we are told, is indefatigable in his labors
at the bedside of suffering, to benefit and bless
aside

his fellow townsmen.
It Is

one

down to the hublest acts, without sacrifice of
honor or respect John Quincy Adams, after

honoring the Presidential chair, did not feel
above presiding as Moderator of a Quincy
town meeting.
“Honor and shame from ao condition rise;
Act well your part, there all the honor lies."

Coburn, as we

Abner

casion to say, is a business man. From early
boyhood he has been the architect of his own
fortune.

No

probably,

has had,

on

man

the Kennebec

has.

now

or

business relations; and

we

more

ltiver,

extensive

inforced

are

by

those who know him best, that his honesty has
always been equal to his industry, and the latter

has

quality

long

been marked

have been familiar with him.

by

all who

idle,
Always

lie is never

and yet he is not an avaricious man.
prudent and economical, he has never been

parsimonious, or larking in liberality towards
any truly deserving object. Hut we did not
commence this article to write a eulogy upon
Mr. Coburn.

He ueeds no such labor from

us.

In his hands the interests of the State will be
safe. He has long been an active. ]>olitieian—
not

partizan—and

a mere

his friends

while

charge him with no lack of fidelity to his
party,his opponents honor and respect him. The
following from the Augusta Age—a leading
and influential Democratic paper—shows how
he is regarded by honorable men of that party:
Mr. Coburn enjoys the reputation of being
a good business man.jBpriglit in his dealings,
and In every respect* worthy citizen. In polities lie was formurly a whig, regarding the
Republican party as the residuary lagatee of
the former, be became a republican, by “descent" Whether lie belongs to the radical or
will

conservative wing of the party, we liave
means of knowing.
___A_

[For the Daily

no

dry

no

of Gen. Fremont for

sure

service,
Gen.

on

account

retiring from the
being superceded by

of

wide.

bly undergo a wonderful change.
Meantime, let us remember, that General
Fremont, holding a Major General's commission in the regular army, outranks every other
officer in the country, with one or two exception* ; that he is now admitted to have organized the naval force on the Mississippi, which
has giveti us every important victory in the

then*,

removed from

when on the eve of

tle that would have given

us a

a

1 tat-

complete

tri-

umph
Mississippi valley last year, saving
millions of dollars, and thousands of lives; and
that now, with a feeble force, inferior in numin the

bers to the enemy, he lias just closed one of the
most brilliant cain]iaigns of the war, as any
who will read the account of it by
may
one who took part in it, published in the last
see

one

Independent. Under such circumstances, the
appointment of one from the volunteer service,
holding a later commission, to take the command over him, was regarded by him as an
imputation of want of ability on his part. Let
us

not be iu baste to condemn him.

I do

not

think it does any

good

to find fault

with the administration, even when we might.
It is better to commend, as we often can. But
it is a fact worth
that

rememliering, for future use,
heretofore prominent in the Re-

a very comfortable house for the accommodation of visitors. Mr. Crocker is now the

ed

landlord, and evidently does all in his jaiwer
for the comfort of his patrons. We are reminded by the sign “Billiard Hall is in the west

wing

House," that

of the

we

arc

not

the world and into the woods.

yet

out

of

From tills it

would ap]a*ar that there arc still some who
prefer “Phelan's cushions” to
"Cushions of fain- hair-cap moss.”
But let us, who revere the memory of Irving,
attribute this Invasion of the sanctity of nature, this anomaly ot billiards amid pines, to
the influence of him who wrote of the miseries

day

at

country inn.”

a

To those

light, a good game of hip
liarils is not a bad thing when the storm whistles around Kineo so fiercely that the trout will
who

not

it in this

see

rise, and when there
of

couple

papers for a
At this house visitors can

days.

are

no

procure careful and faithful guides and good
birches. Now this matter of birches is one
which I suppose might be as well broached
now as at any time.
The birch canoe, as made
the Indians, is

only feasible

really

the

on our

rivers and lakes.

travelling

method of

Boats of other models and forms are either too

fragile

heavy,

or too

lightness

wliile the birch unites

degree of strength.
propelled by paddles, the moslightly lateral, but only slight The

As the

to

considerable

a

is

canoe

tion is

first thought of one who sails in a birch is that
of the utter absence of anything like that stem-

quiver

to-stem

of the row-boat.

I

am

mistak-

There is another thought which takes the

en.

canoe

a

Care is all that is

upset.

part
one

our

to

anything

:n

like undue exposure or

i_ *1...__

The time which

elapses

before

we

resume

sail to the head of the lake, will enable us
visit the summit of the mouutaih. The beginning of the ascent is usually made on the

our

to

side of the spur, and it is undoubtedly
the easier one. as the outer leads over a steeper foot-hold from the very plain.
The entire

murdered,

were that he would betaken, a result he
barely
escaped. Fremont was removed ou the eve of
one victory, and is superceded on the morning
of another. We may know, some day, the
•
meaning of these things.

For tlie Portland

Daily

Press.

composed, geologists would say,
of silieious slate or hornstone. It is of such a
flinty character that it was employed by the
as

in the

manufacture

of

huntingpretty good

No doubt a
utensil could lie made from the rock,
had the inclination or the patience to

days

ago,

II. N. Gould, 5th regiment.
Frank J. Hatch, 5th regiment.
F. J. Shaw, 5th regiment, discharged.
R. A. Wilborn, 5th regiment, discharged.
A. A. Messer, 7th regiment.
E. J. Kelley. 7th regiment.
Martin McNally, 7tli regiment.
Ezekiel Ilaekett, 7th regiment.
John Magnet, 7th regiment.
H. Doody, 7th regiment.
W. P. Whitney, 7th regiment.

These

men

of the ramp.
ed in battle.

were all convalescent,
good spirits, and eager to join the service
their respective regiments.

chip

it into the proper form. Near the summit
of the hill is a never failing spring of watcr<
which is

region.

clear

any water from a granite
The discovery of this little spring, on
as

as

to the top, rendered it unnecessary
to resort to any of those ingenious devices for
route

allaying

thirst which

use

we

have found it

requi-

other hills.

on some

A little way

beyond this spring is the very
mountain, and on this summit is
a pile of stones,
evidently heaped up after the
manner of a cairn, by each traveller’s throwing down one. So we piously selected a large
one, and placed it with the rest as carefully as
summit of the

if we were in Scotland and it was a chieftain’s
tomb. Our guide here told us that no one
of the party could throw a stone from the
summit to the water below. We threw stone
after stone, and each one would descend for a
few hundred feet and then lie carried
by a
strong draft of wind under our feet, till it hit
the side of the mountain far
below, with a

sharp click,

which

could hear distinctly.—

we

After we had all exhausted ourselves in the
vain attempt, the guide threw one
directly
into the lake, he having taken advantage of the
draft, and having thrown his stonedoum

through

the air.

The trick is

easy one when explained. From the summit we obtain a good
view of the lake, but the air is too smoky u*

discern many objects in the distance.

The de-

of the mountain is more difficult than
the ascent, for the rock is so smooth and
sllp|icry that one is in constant danger of a
fall; and as the heel strikes sharply on the
scent

long*

rock, we see the full force of the German
for it, “klink-stein.”

name

cateau,

low and less

interesting than the
The head of the lake is divided
into two arms, the north-east and the northwest. The latter is usually called the more
are

shores below.

pleasant

of the two

to me to

be the finer.

buys,

hut the other seems

Tiie latter

has, at

its up-

At the landing. stands Mr.
Young, with his
outlandish cart and a queer looking quadruped

in

John A. Poor.

Temperance Convention.
The friends of

Temperance will meet at
Kvrth Ncarbvrough this morning at 10 o’clock.
We learn that ample arrangements have been
made for a large meeting, and a cordial welcome

will be given to all who may aitend.

Correction.—In the announcement of Executive

appointments

last Saturday, the printers made us say that Hon. John L. Cutter of
Augusta had been appointed trustee of the In-

Hospital.

We wrote, or intended to write
it, John 1.. Cutler. Winslow linker, not Winslow Blake, Is Fish Warden at Kichmond.
sane

^y"There

is to l>e

a

grand Military Concert

in the Crystal Palace, Montreal, this evening,
by tin- Montreal Field Battery, under the patronage of Governor General Moxck.

Every
seeing

one

was

watching

hurricane.

a

woods, which are near C. F. A. Johnson's buildings. and ifil did, it would be hard to save them,
and should they bum, the whole village must
surely go. But fortunately the wind suddenly
changed to the west, and drove the fire directly across the road and near Mr. Thomas Kennedy's buildings. Mr. K. would have lost his
buildings had he not been reinforced by citizens of the village, who. seeing his dangerous
situation, wended their way through the

a

Lieut,
office in

llovey
this village, and

While there

opened recruiting
a

has recruited

10th

docs not ask

week ago

one

would go

It seemed to his parents and sister like
He will stay

weeks,

home two or three

at

office on

Atlantic coast; and it appears that the government is also actively at work on our west-

preparing

a

ready

for service

by

with splay feet. After our provisions, our
lurches, and our knapsacks are placed on the
platform car, we have u moment to look about
us.
The portage is a a rail-carry, made of
spruce stringers, or beams, and with poles laid
lengthwise between, for a pathway to the ox.
This accounts for the sprung knees and broad
feet of the creature, for he has had a walk on
these rails for a good many years, and thefoothold must be very uncertain. “Is that creature
an oetogenuariau ?" asks our friend
Quip, of
whom we shall see more liefore we get to Katahdn.

“No, ’tain’t exeetly that,but it's an ox,
au’ lie’s more’n twenty years old.” For
twentyyears has this ox, solitary and alone, walked
over this now dilapidated carry, and he
probably walked more soberly now than in the days

ipiurter
In uddition to the alteration of the Essex,
the Navy De|*artinent are building two large

”jp* It is said that
ance

ago.

village
Ojrford Bear, we

in the
An

lx-ar made his appearat Bethel Ilill, a few days
a

suppose.

j

for their benefit—to show how nobly they behaved, aud how unjust the censure referred to.

Bunin, Portland, in for burglary;
Sity.. Cole, Cornish, in for assault; Ezekiel
Ntudley, Augusta, in for arson; William Card,
Brunswick,in for larceny; Timothy Dunton,
and powerful gunboat* at Carondelet, near St.
in Wiscasset jail for larceny.
Louis, after plans furnished by Capt. Porter, i Lincoinville,
Fifteen
first-class men from Presque
The largest, the Fort Henry, is to In? 285 feet j
Z4T
Isle and vicinity [Hissed through here on
long, side wheel, with engines of forty inch
Wednesday, on their way to Augusta. They
cylinders und twelve feet stroke; she is to have were enlisted for the new ldth Maine Volunan iron beak, and her
great power will enable I teer Reg't.. by Lieut Hovey Austin, formerly
1st Lieut of Company 1, 7th Maine. Aroosher to In- used as a ram as well as a lighting
took still responds to tile call of duty.—[Aroosship. She will carry ten guns of heavy cali- took Times.
John

bre.

Dr. Holmes of the Scientific Survey
has been some weeks u|miii the Sc hois and vicinity. We learn that he finds excellent marble in several townships, commencing in Xo.
a shot pr<x>f conical dome the shell of which is
fttli Range, and tlienee probably across the
to be stationery, while the interior
platform 4,
country in a northeasterly direction, towards
upon which two guns are to be placed, is to ro- I Xew
Brunswick, having already traced it
late, and so arranged as to tire in any directthrough five townships. He also found iron
ore.
He goes from there to Woodstock, and
ions and at any angle. The Fort Henry is to
will return home by way of Houlton.
L-ost about $80,000 and the Choctaw
$75,000. i
Two Other gunboats after old models are also
2J^"The Bangor Times advises the Danaites to adopt the "big plank” now in |>ossesslon
building at Carondelet.
The Choctaw is to lx* of the same size, Ac.,
as the Fort Henry, but to lx? surmounted with

of the Natural
Canceb ik THE Mouth—Smokixo.—Gentlrmen :—I notice in the Press of Friday

morning a short paragraph from the .Salem
Obscrrer. relating to death from cancer in the
mouth, caused by excessive smoking. From
the Observer’s manner of

putting

might, |s-rhaps, be inferred to is- something
It is not new. however. This disease,
the result of smoking, has long been
known;
and a terrible disease it is.
It is attended with
intense anguish, and, judging from what 1 have
known and heard aliout it, is generally fatal.
I

intimately acquainted w ith a gentleman
bench, who killed himself in this way.
He was then, if my memory does not mislead
me, about sixty-tlve years of age. He was
perfectly well aw arc of the cause of Ids trouble,
yet so deadly a gripe had the habit of smoking
was

of tlie

got upon him, that
ble

pain he suffered,

notwithstanding
lie could not

the terri-

fling

it off.

Secesh talk on hoard his craft.

good.

as

£#■

office yesterday a sample of peas raised
him this season. They are of good size,
well advanced, and the Major has already
raised enough for a respectable mess. He is
ahead of all his neighbors. He also thinks he
w ill not lie lH-hind them on cucumbers and tomatoes.—[fSt. Croix Herald.

to

our

by

53^“The Bangoreans

In

briny billows in his boat, and garulous
troin spiritual influence, or not fully understanding the difference between a loyal people and a people of u semi-secession cast, “let
on" rather uncautiously in favor of the rebels
Says the ferryman: “I very politely informed
him that my boat carried only loyal passengers, and if he persisied in upholding treasonable rebels, and ill decrying the Union cause.
I would swamp the boat and him with it, in
the middle of the river. He shut up simp at
once.”
Tin-

Farmington Chronicle says that
Craig died in that village last Saturday morning, of diptheria. Her husband
died four days liefore of the same diseases.
Mrs. Carrie

Chubc'II Soi.i>.—The Skowhcgan Clarion
understands that the Congregational Church
on the South Side lias been sold and is to lie
takeu down and converted into a stable for the
&c

correspondent of the army of the
says that Company I, 7th Regiment,

which came from Aroostook.
has made its
mark.” The writer says “no braver men can
be found in the army than are in Co. I.”

"|F 'Br<>. Littlefield of the Clarion boasts of
We think his appearance is

Unproved thereby.

have a celebra-

auspices

of the

City

a Levee on the
evening of the
4th for the benefit of the sick and wounded
soldiers. The Clarion says the bill of fare Is
rich and the object a praiseworthy one.” Suc-

city,

the

ilress.

to

Council.
The military and firemen of the
city will join in the celebration, and five pieces
of pyrotechnics w ill In- exhibited in the evening. They w ill have a grand time, for the
people of Bangor never do things by halves.”

ing

new

are

tion on the 4th under the

wock.

his

early

Eakly Peas.—Major Whidden brought in-

cess

uses,”

to open the St.

Andrews Railroad to the Houlton Road

the Ellsworth American he relates an incident

“To what base

contemplation

to

the beautiful young ladies of Xorridge-

7W- A couple of Ashing sportsmen in this
have taken from

a

brook about eight'mile*

distant, tiro hundred and eighty-four sai.mon
trout in the last week!—Hallow ell Courier.
BOARD. BOSTON. June 30.
2 Boston & Maine Railroad.ms
#1.000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).
106
#1,600.do.]0fU
#20.000 .do.b 10 .1051
#4.000 .do.1061
#1,000 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.Mlft]
#25.150 .do.106
#2,500 Cnitcd State* Demand Notes.1041
BROKERS'

*24,*

mo.do.imj

#45,210.do.105
#468 United States Coupons (July).lnM
#540 .do.pm
#1.006.do.106
$*>8«. do.inti
#689 American Gold.107
#1,500 .do.107
#286 .do.10ti
#1.060 .do.1081

#700.do.lotij

#401.do.108}

1'ortlnnd Po»t Otter- Mnil ArrNngrnrati.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 8 I'M. Closes at
7.45 \ M and 2 I'M.
A STERN —A rrives at 1 46 I'M
( low * at 12 M.
TEAM BOAT MAIL—Arriv«s from Kastport Me, St
John NB and the British Provinces. Tuesday ami
Friday morning*. Clow* Monday* and Thursday*
at 4 PM
TltOPE, via (Quebec—Closes every Friday at 12 M.
A N A DA—Arrives at 1.45 PM. Closes at 12 M.
Ol'NTRV MAILS—Arrives about 5 PM. Closes at
9 PM

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
MATANZAS. Bark John Griffin—Him hhds 63 tcs
1 brls mola*ww J B Brown & Sous—1 hrl do, 3 kegs
imeriuds, 2 do olives to order—6 brls molasw*. 2 do
igar master.

MAITLAND NS.
rder.
Sch

Sell Onslow—116 tans

Mary June—96 ton* planter

IF

to mister

plaster

to

July 4th, 186*.

SAVE THE UNIOH."

Thk Committee

Celebration of the 86th

Anniversary

JLLT

-*T

CITY

OF

JAMES BAILEY, Esq.,
STEPHEN BERRY, Esq.,
HENRY II. FI RKISH. Esq.,
JAMES E. < AltTKR, Esq.

THE-

•Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.luly
Bremen.New

York..Bremen. July
Etna.New York. Liverpool.luly

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.July
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.July
Teutonia .New York.
.Liverpool.Julv

City of Baltimore.New York. Liverpool.July

Liverpool.July

Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.July
York..
Edinburg.New
York.New York

New

Liverpool.Julv
Bremen.July

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.Julv

Great

Eastern.New York..Liverpool.July

6
6
5
9
12
12
12
12
18
19
19
23
28

MINIATCRE ALMANAC -Tue-dav.
J.
Sun rises, morn.4 21 Length ofdav*.15 24
Sun set**, eve.7 46 | High water, eve. 1 48

Mj

|

MAJRESTE

ISTEAVHu

PORT OP PORTLAND.

S.

Monday, Jane 30,
ARRIVED.
Sch Onslow, (Hr) Good. Maitland NS.
Sch Mary .lane, (Ur) Macnmhcr, Maitland NS.
Sch Martha Groenough, (Br) Stoddard, Wiudsor N

Sch Rescue. Pettengill, Philadelphia.
Sch Z Secor, Robbins, New York.
Sch llurd. Snow, New York.
Sch Citizen. Wallace, Boston.
Sch Julia A Mary, Chase, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Lucy A Nancy, Perkin*, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Julia A Marv. Thurston, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Mary Jane, Merrill, Boston for Gardiner.
Sch Henry Clay, Tainter, Boston for Castloe.
Sch Helen Mar, Stockbridge, Calais for Boston.
Scb O K. Verrill, Calais for Boston.
Sell Daniel, Thurston. Tremont for Boston.
Sch Mai flower.
Bangor for Danvers.
Sch Medford, Smith, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Aurora, Berry, Bangor for Salem.
Sch Francis, Nickerson, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Genl Kleeber. Grant, Ipswich for Bangor.
Sch Banner, Doyle, Bath.
Sch Rhoda, Albee, Monheigan.
Sch Kobt Woodruff, Jones, Frankfort for Sandwich.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for
Kastport and St John NB.
Steamer Chesapeake, Crowell, New Y'ork.

Ml*

a

At 9 A. M. a procession will be
Hall, under the direction of

CHIEF
Who has

appointed

the City

formed at

Esq.,

MARSHAL,
following gentlemen as aides:

the

GRANVILLE M. CHASE,
JOHN MARSHALL BROWN.
The
will move at 10 o’clock prf.i isiclt,
and all who intend to join with the
City (>overament
in the celebration, are requested to assemble at the
City Hall, in season to take their piaers at the hour
indicated.
The Head Quarters of the Chief Marshal will be
in the Aldermen’s Koom.
The Military Escort will form on Congress Street,
right on Elm Street.
Tiie Mechanics’ Association will form on Temple
Stn-et, right on Congress Street.
Tiie Fin- Department will form on Congress Street,
riC t on 1’earl Street.
T ie Sons of Temperance will form on Pearl Street,
rial t on Congrats Street.
1 w* Truckmen will form on Wilmot Street,
right
on Congress StreeC
The Imj •*’ High School Cadets will form on
Myrtle >treet. right on Congress Street.
’1 ie Carriages for the procession will form on Lime
Sticet.

procession

Order of Procession !

DETACHMENT

AID.

CHIEF

OP POLICE.

MARSHAL.

AID.

Flrnt Division.
17th

BAND OF THE

for New York 7 davs.
At Mayaguez 14th inst, schs Ruby, -, from
Kastport, disg; St George.-, Idg.
At Pouce 10th inst, sch Oregon, of Calais, for Portland next day.
At Miragoane 15th inst, sch Hanover, Chase, from

ready

—

fancy

SPECIAL REtil'LATIOX.

EVENING.

CITY MARSHAL.
Ilia Honor

the

Mayor

Chaplain,

and

of Independence and

The Reader of tlio Declaration

Speakers.
PRESIDENT OF BOARD OF

Bat'd, will be .tationrd at Munjoy. the CRy Building. Market Square, head of State' Street, and will
perform vartou. piece, of Muaic, during the ereatiig.
S. W I.ARRABKE.
1
Com. Of
Kit HARD c W EBSTER, Arrangemta
A. k SHL'RTLEEE.
of
JAMES MrOLlSCUY,
City of

RIELS BEAL.

July 1.

daw

“Empire”

ALDERMEN.'

Shuttle

FORAXD

Members of Common Council.

rmlfl

City Clerk—City Treasurer.
City Solicitor—City

lanktum

Auditor.
9

City Messenger—City Engineer.
HIGH

BOYS

SCHOOL

CADETS.

(jj£*r°f

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

Board of Asaeaors.

“BLOAT" ELIPTIC BEWDrO-HAOHUEB.

OVERSEERS

Ex-Mayors

Deputy.
All.

OF

AXD

60 MIDDLE

Eclectic Medical

Sheriff of Cumberland Co.

Deputy.

HIS nCILLIWY GOVIRNOR 011A1.NI

FOREIGN
Officers of

AH.

CONSULS.

Army and Navy.

Judges of State. Prohate, and Municipal Courts.
Clerk of Courts.
r. a. MARSHAL

AND DEPUTISE.

Judges

of United States

United States District

Courts.

Attorney.

Clerk of United States Circuit and District Courts.

turu to discharge—after which would
load for Portland.
Sailed 24th, sch F A Heath,
Williams. Baltimore.
NEW BERN NC. In port 23d, sch II B Metcalf.
Burtou. wtg; and others.
BALTIMORE. Ar 27th, sch FJ Cummings,Polen,

Collector—Post Master.

to

Surveyor of

Port and

United State Deputies.

CITIZENS.

Thomaston.

Sailed 28th. **ch Georgians. Turner, Bangor.
SULLIVAN. Ar 28th, schs N Harvey, Bragdon,
and Palos, Moon, Boston.
BELFAST. Ar22d, schs J P Merriatn. Clark, and
Castelaine, Cunuingham. Boston: Flying Dragon,
Brier, and Renown, lJbbv, do; 23d, Sarah Louisa.

Yeaton, New York; 24th, Frolic, McCarty, liostou;
Abby Gale, Kendall. Bangor for Hartford.
SLAKSPORT. Ar'JUtl, brig Hudson, GritTiu, Bos-

ton.
Sailed 22d, brig Benj Carver, Perry, Cardenas; sch
Charlotte, Black. Mystic.
BATH
Ar 28th. ship Clara Ann, Carter, (ieuoa
via Havana.
Cld 28th, brig Tangent. Tebbets, Ah -xuitdria Va.

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment of those diseases m
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

deiicncg.

CONSULTATIONS.—I>r. Hughe* has
for
number of years confined bis attention to
PRIVATE
disease* of
certain class.
his

a
During
practice ha
ha* treated thousand* of cases, and in no in*tanee
ha* he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hugh** is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at hi* office. 5 Temstreet, ( barges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all eases.
Separate room*. *o that no one will be
•ora bat the Dr. himself.
Ill* remedies cure diseaaa
whe’ all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habit* of the patient: enre* without the disgusting and
effects of most other
remedies; cures new case* in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effiyt* of mosrury, but
is sn.e to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
local’?, can In* mused by using them.
TOUNti MEN, who an* troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused h? bad habits in youth,
the cflhct* of which are pain and dixxiness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes. etc., terminating in consumption or insanity 'if neglected, are speedily and permanently

ple

sickening

cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be

Bangor.

Philadelphia;

PORTLAND, Mm.

a

BEAUFORT NC.

Liverpool;

.STREET,

DR. HUGHES'

POOR.

of Portland.

AND STAFF.

Cld

Clu 27th. brig Ella. Shanks, Aspinwatl; schs Jane
F liurtoe. Davis, St Jago; Emma Furbush, Kendall,
Bath.
Sailed 27th. brigs Francis Jane. Kirch, St Johns P
R; Experiment, Gilbert, New Orleans.
PHILADELPHIA. Cld 27th. harks Meaco. Clark,
Pernambuco and a mkt; Martha Anna, Chase, Ship
Island ;J McAdams, Piersou, Thomaston.
Cld 28th, bark Joseph Maxwell, Davis, Laguayra;
sch Defiance, Harrington. Portland.
ALBANY. Sailcd27th, sch Allied Barrett, Cornish. Portland.
NEW YORK. Ar27th, sch Maggie Bell. Gilkey,
Ponce PR.
Also ar 28th. ships Santa Anna. Bates. Havana 12th
inst. and Fortress Monroe 25th; barks Witheimiuc.
MeEweri. Mirageanc. 13; Adeline C Attains. Harrington, ( ardenas 19th inst; Texas. Rogers, Yorktowu;
brigs State of Maine, Cates, Marseilles lstult; Machias. Shoppy, Nuevitas; whs Volant, Dodge. Matauzas 15 inst: R 11 Huntley. Nickerson, Portland.
Also ar 28th. brig Duiikirk, Johnson,Carden as 19th
inst.
Also ar 28th, brigs Trade Wind, Chase, 8t Jago; E
A Reed, Crane. St Croix.
Cld 28th, ships Ellen Austin, Garrick.
Argonaut, Avres, (or Norton) Montevideo; hark* 1*
Pendleton, Moxev. Aspiuwali; John Benson, Johnson, Police PR; Northwood. Gerard, Vera Cruz;
Texana. Brand, New Orleans; Vivid Light. Blanchard, Cork; brigs Maria. Morgan. Para and a mkt;
Conflict. Kuland, St Kitts; AlTarefta, Janev, Cictifuegos; schs Orion. Tobin. Savaima-Ia-mar; M L
Davis, Doane. St Kitts; Abbio Forrest, Smith, Port
Maria Ja; Bangor, Jordan.
S T King,
Clendnnuiu. Calais; P F Williston. Moody, Bangor;
steanmr Cheaapcakc, Crowell, Portland.
Also eld 28th. schs R Rantou! Jr, llainmond, Banmond, Bangor; Anvil, Wlialcu, East port; Belle, Bulger. Saco.
STONINGToN. Ar 28th, brig B Young, Cook,
Calais to discharge.
PROVIDENCE. Ar 28th, sch Forester. Jordan,
Ellsworth.
Sailed 28th. schs Ida May, Arey, Bangor; Yantic,
Bancroft, Columbia.
NEWPORT. Sailed 27tb. brig llarj>. Smith, Providerce for Bangor; sch IMercc, Tapley, Somerset for
do.
Ar 28th, ship Nathaniel Thompson,
BOSTON.
Dit kmaii. Cadiz 18th inst.
Also ar 29th, ship J Webster ( lark, Kopnerholdt.
St Thomas 16th iust, in ballast; brigs Daniel llooue,
Segar, CieiifiMMfoa6th inst; J W Sawyer, ladghton,
Philadelphia; G L Buckuain, Bucknam. ami North
America, Wallace. Rondout; schs S J Limtsav,Chase,
St Bartholomew 14th inst; Ann Parker, Well*, Bangor; Franklin, Albee. Wiscasset; ( liarleston Packet,
Howe. Bath, Lamartine, Hill, Saco; Sarah Jane.
Rogers, York.
Also a r 30th, sch* Erie. Gilley .Cornwallis NS; Harbinger. Kvder, Port Modwav Baltimore. Dix, Calais
for Philadelphia; William liill,
rahtrec, Bangor
Cld 30th. sch Express, Wentworth. Bangor.
PLYMOUTH. Sailed 19th, sch Uncle Sain, Spalding. Rockland.
SALEM. Ar 29th. sch Telegraph, Mathews, Bailgor.
DANVERS. Ar27th. sch Oregon. Miller. Bangor.
NEW BURY PORT. Ar 28th. sch Post Boy, Tate,

CUTLER, AGENTS,

STORES 4c
»

_Julliltf

terson.

19th, brigs John R Rhodes. Amidon, and Baltic, Maddocks, New York.
In port 99th, ship Parliament, McCaslin, for Boston. wtg wind.
KEY WEST. Passed by 13th, sell Ralph Post, fm
New York for New Orleans.
In port iMh, brig Russian, Toothaker, from Phila-

Sewing-Machine*,

Board of Aldermen.
PRESIDENT OF COMMON COUNCIL.

Port Koval SC.
lat 38). Ion 74 42. was passed bark Express,
York lor Havana.
off Cain* May, ship Saranac, Rowland, fm
May 13 for I'hiladelphia.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS. Ar 18th, brig Ellen P Stewart,
Cain, Philadelphia.
Retew 18th, shim Havelock. Young, from Boston ;
Statesman, Pendleton, from Malauzas; sch Mary Pat-

Portland.

WB.

■

SPOKEN.
June 14. off Gun Key, ship Gaspee, from New York
Island
for Ship
June90. lat 28 3h. Ion 87 19. was seen bark Linda,
Hewett, from Portland for Matanzas.
June22. lat 37 80, Ion 74 10, seh Helen, from Provi-

to P

prize.

AID.

Boston, just ar.
At Aquin 10th iust, brig Mary Budd, Dunham, for
ll«>*t«iii 12 day*.
At Neuvitas —th inst, brig Ocean Traveller. Sargent, for New York 5 davs; Thomas Owen,Pettengill,
do do; Anita Owen, Wallace, do do.
Going in —th inst, bark D Jex, Guide.
Ar at Cardenas 11th iust, brig Humboldt, Bryant,
II..
■

Entries by mail mav lie made until the above menfioned time, by
the .Secretary of the Committee of Judges, Stkpher Berry.
Ail Boats will enter fr**e.
Tliere will be two guns fired at each race; the first
tor tl»e boats to come into line, the second for the
itart.
Boat* will not be allowed to cross each other’s
tmw*. Boats so crossing will forfeit their chaoces for
the prize.
Two or more boats rounding the outer station at the
«m<* moment, the outside boat must
keep off and give
the inside boat sufficient room to round with<uat hitting the stake. Any outside boat so crowding will
lose its chance for the
Each boat’s crew will be required to appear in uniform dress, and each boat must display its number
distinctly, placed In a conspicuous position upon the
boa*.
All boats entering for either of the races, must refor the start at the Judges'
port themselves
Station, at precisely the time naim-d for the races
Boats failing so to report, will not be allowed to pull
in either of the races.
Suitable accommodation will be provided for housing of boats from out of the citv, on application to
Capr. Ebkr D. Choate. No. 4 Portland Pier.
The drawing for positions will take place at the Aldermen’s Room, in the Citv Building, on
Thursday
afternoon. July 3d. at five o’clock, at which time each
person or crew entered for the race will have some
authorized representative present to draw for them,
or take such places in the race aa
may then be drawn
for them by the Judge*.
Each boat may carry a coxswain, or not, as the
crew may elect.*
At three o clock a gun will be fired for the wberrtea
and
boats to come into line.
The other race* will take place In regular order,
with a* little delay as possible.
Boats will start from the Judges’ station, near DeerBig’s Bridge, and round the lower station from starboard to larboard, passing the stake on the port
hand.
Boats in returning must pa** between the Judges’
station and the enter -arting stake.
Prizes will be awarded ini mod satel v after ’ast race.
The ruling of the Judges must be Aral in all cases.
An allowance of ten s**coi.ds per oar for the wo
mile* will l»e made iu the scoud race.
In the third rac**, an aMowance of ten «**eonds per
oar for the two miles will Im- made to the four am. six
oared boats. No boat will Im* less than four *. trs,
four men. will l*e allowed, ijpe ak
rowed
boat* wifi Is- allowed sixteeu second* for the two
miles over sliclls.

under Command of

Maine Charitable Mechanic Ars'n.

FOREIGN FORTS.
Sailed from Garrucha 3d in*t, bark Prairie Bird,
Wiley, Newport.
At Rio Grande April 30, brig Martha Post, Robinsou, for New York. big.
Sailed from Montevideo 10th nit, sch Harry Maybee, Culicr, Bahia.
At Rio Janeiro 13th ult, ships Pleiades. Winslow,
for Chincha*. disg; Garnet, Bradford, for tin? East
Indies, do; barks Abigail. McFarland, from Richmond; Fannie < reushaw, Munson, fin Pernambuco,
wtg; II A Dkiier, Leightou, from do; Ann E Grant,
Swain, from Bahia, wtg; Momlamiu, Farrell, from
New York, disg; Zingarella. Bunker, do; brig Tallular. Plutner, from New York.
At Matamoras 6th inst, bark Alice Tainter, Hutton,

number of oars, and eol-

Second Diriition.

Free-

DISASTERS.

names,

A'l boat., of erery dmeription, will keep to tba
north-writ of the Itaee Courae during the Regatta.

Capt Ansel
taking her to
built at

with the

of each
also the number of the rac** in which
bey will pull. A book for that purpose is now open
It 1»well k Sester’s. No. 64 Exchange street.
>r*

by

REOIMENT U. H. INFANTRY.

Military Escort

Boats to be pulled in tin* races must be entered
before three o’clock. Thtrsday ArrERRoon,

luly third,

addling

CHARLES B. MERRILL,

A square rigged veasoi ashore on the North Bimini,
with several wreckers alongside, was seen loth iust,
by brig Maabias, at New \ ork.

Liverpool

time from llramhali and Munjov

to

{JTA2 bark Ben Dorrance, 450 tons,
town iu 1800, has been sold for £19,600.

dence for
June 25.
from New
June 28.

same

City Procession.

Brig Denmark. Staples. Matanza*. Isaac Dyer.
Sch SAB Small, Donovan, Yorktown Va, master.
CffThf yacht Thistle has been sold
Dyer, of ship hate Dyer, w ho intend*
the Chincha Islands.

>n or

of all the Churches will be rung at SunTIIE
rise, Noon and Sunset,and National Salute will
be fired at

Spoflbrd,

CLEARED.

All

National Salute.
the

following have been adopted aa
Rules and Regulations.

The

PORTLAND.

Southampton.New
Liverpool.New
TO DEPART.

as

HENRY FOX, Esq.,
( apt EBEN I> CHOATE.
Cap*. BENJAMIN J WILLARD.

Alb,

York.Southampton.New

China.New York.. Liverpool.July 2

bllowing gentlemen,
rho will have charge
I kward the prizes:

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE,

Liverpool.New

Teutonia.Southampton

Arrargemert* for the Cel*
or July have
appointed the
Judges of the Regatta,
of all
arrangements, and will

op

Fourth

’ ration of the

delphia, wtg

'It is in

this month.

of recent occurrence, of an ex-office
holder,
lust year a Ureekenridge man, who was cross-

House.

their plat-

wock will hold

,jy llie Ferryman at Sullivan Ferry, Hancock County, is a thorough Union man, ami
no

as

Levee.—The young ladies of Norridge-

Onheblot.

allows

History Society,

form, tiecauso they can't manufacture one half

the case, it

new.

wr-A
Potomac,

G.

a full share of the
The report which we publish was
communicated to Gov. Washburn, we supixaw
to show the injustice done to our brave Maine
boya, and though it is long and dry, wc give it
censure.

on iron clad ships; he corrugates
j 1’akihins.—Tlte
following persons have
bends the plates, so that the whole plate will j
been pardoned by the Governor and Council
rebound at the stroke of a shot, and under the
at their late session, viz:
plates places stri|is of india-rubber one. and a |
Jackson Smith. Waterboro’, in for larceny;
inches thick.

reach the farmhouse, and the terminus of the
“two-mile railcurry,” as the charter calls it.—
Here, then, it is necessary to get one more

night

S. E. Ma-

or

Skowhegun

to-morrow

Poud,L S.;

and of course came in for

July.

improvement

ot his youth, for it is impossible to imagine a
slower traveller than he. But after a while we

good night’s rest, in a bed, for
we sleep on the ground.

A.

Casey’s division was represented as behaving badly and not standing lire.—
The Maine Eleventh belonged to that
division,

She is

the middle of

C.;

bered that Gen.

father in the Pacific, is now about to In' changed to a double decked lM>at, and to carry three
nine-inch, one ten inch, two rifled flfty-|H>undbe

A.

cy<>n first page,by request, we publish in
full the official report of Qeu. Xaglee relative
to the battle of Fair Oaks.
It will be remem-

Fort

ers, and four thirty-two pounder guns.

confi-

son, O. S.

clad vessels, which will be so constructed as to

at

Carlton,

A. J.

there additional iron

Ixith for river and habor defences.
The guilts tat Essex which made .as gallant

our

W. P. Hubbard, W. P.; John F. Kimball,
W. A.; D. It. Horton, B. S.; James Iiaines,
A. it. S.; John S. Kimball, F. S.; I. T. Blithen,
T.; Geo. Vincent, Chaplain: E. G.Norton, C.;

More Iron Clads.

in

ay to command

ficers were elioscn :

“Down Easter.”

We gave last week an account of the ironclad vessels now building for our Navy on the

ern waters

w

tastily illustrated. We suppose it is for sale
in this city, but we do not kyow by whom.
2ry“At a meeting of the Bangor Division,
No. 14, Sons of Temperance, the following of-

Maine street between the stores of W. Hall
and C. F. A. Johnson.

great

acquired by previous isColored fashion plates, and otherwise

sues.

when hi' will re-

an

tie

tation which has been

He says he is anxto his company.
ious to give them (the rebels) another charge.

Dr. G, H. Freeman is building

to

dence and to challenge our approval.
Peterson’s Mao a zin.e—Peterson for July
is a magnificent number. It commences a new
volume—voL 42—and fully sustains the repu-

almost risen from the dead.

one

a

us

July 4th, 1776.

-OF OUR-

York. June 18
New York. June 18
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Quebec.lune 19
Scotia.Liverpool.New York. June 21
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York. June 25
New
York. June 25
Hibernian.Liverpool.Quebec.June 28
Europa.Liverpool.Boston.lane 28
t.reat Eastern.Liverpool.New York.
July 1
Borussia.
York July 2
York. July 2
City of New York.
Persia.Liverpool.New York. July 5
Hansa.Southampton.New York .July 9

2, each Steamer will play
7

3rd. At 40 minutes past 2, each Steamer will
play
I hree stream* through 150 feet of hose 6 minutes.
The exhibition will close in season for the
Regatta.

TO ARRIVE.

style.

responsible for his statements, though anything that he should say

to-night, very unexpectedly to his friends
Monday night they got news of his death, and
Wednesday’* mail brought a letter from him
saying he was all right, and Friday he got

Londonderry.

Scotia.New York..

order:

2nd. At 25 minutes past
5 streams 6 minutes each.

“COD

Mails are forwards! by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from
calf at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

of Baltimore.

direction of H. C. BAKNES,
E«q., in the

iider the

allowing

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

The communication headed “Gen. Fre-

'ff

known to be killed while in the retreat of Gen.

In Hollis 27th inst, Mrs Sarah A, wifo of Deacon
Akers, aged 58.
In Skowbegan 19th inst. Mr* Betsey, widow of the
late Abram !>ord, agek 75 years.
In Fairfield 17th inst, Kuel, son of Stephen Greene,
aged 29 years.
In Augusta 24th inst, Cheston E, son of W N Foster, aged 10 years 4 mos.

City

exhibition of Steamer,

»n

M. The Sterner, will he >t the
rte.iennted
rrth «e»m up nnd two line, of hone .pot
f«M. of Wft feet
play at 16 minutes past 2 o’clock
minutes.

team

a

mont, in this paper, is from the pen of one of
the most accomplished men of the State. lie

Lorenzo U. Jlill, orderly sergeant of Company E, 1st Maine Cavalry, who was reported as
Iiunks’ Division, arrived home

to

while “.Sands” will furnish them with
that will take them about tow n in 2.40

a num-

ber of stout, able-bodied men for the
Maine.

given

There will be

I ach. all ready to
nr stream each 5

Liverpool

gravelly paths, tasty residences, beautiful gardens, pleasant ladies and handsome editor,
(Tenney) render it one of those places that a
Stranger always visits with pleasure and leaves
with regret. Its college is one of the institutions of the land, aud its
water-power—if proply improved—would be found a mine of wealth.
Those who visit there will find Berry of the
“Tontine” always ready to do the right
thing,

word.
Austin has

confed-

F1F' Brunswick is admitted to lie one of the
loveliest spots in Maine. Its broad streets, dry

loup ccrvicrs, and a la-ar, apparently very
much frightened. Mr. Bruin looked around a
few minutes, and departed into the woods, saynot

bogus

of some $25,000.

fighting the fire, they discovered coming from
the woods a number of rabbits, one or two

ing

the

justify the enterprise, they
may recommence its publication.” It is a littic singular that the capital of the State and
the two thriving cities of Gardiner and Hallowed cannot support one daily iui|>er. We arc
sorry to lose the Daily Journal, and hope to
see it revived at no distant
day.
Z&'* A new building to lie used by the
Theological School, a Baptist institution at
Newton, Mass., is to be erected at an expense

his own property,

smoke and fire to his assistance.

is

ment

that the fire did not catch and get the
upper hands of him. We thought, of course,
that the fire would come to the edge of the

an

in fact.'we of the north
endeavoring to achieve a second independence. C’apt. Robinson wishes us “a pleasant
voyage and no black flies.”

ill

and came with all the wildness of

Capt. Porter has taken out a patent for what
he considers, utter due experiments, a decided

one

writing history: when,

None of them had been wound-

They

fright-

if

are

had l»een taken down by sickness

as

to

we have to bid adieu to the
steamer, and, with
it, farewell to all war news for some time. This
is no slight word to speak at such a
stirring
time as this, when the sword anil bayonet are

I visited the

few

and it looked

It did two years ago, when it did so much
damage. It flamed into the tops of the trees,
as

cutting

new Hospital at Philadelphia a
(in charge of Dr. Isaac I. Hayes,
of Artie renown,) where I saw the following
Maine soldiers in hospital:

at Phila-

village,

rising against
government.”

Tub Daily Kennebec Journal made its
last appearance last Saturday. The
proprietors say that the “experiment
proves impracticable,” and that “whenever, in the judgment of
practical busiuess men, proper encourage-

fair to blow the fire di-

mountain is

l>er part a steamboat landing, where our traps
will lie placed ready for the “carry.” And now

Hospital

the

on to

was

light
Henry under command of ( apt.
W. D. Porter as did her namesake under his

delphia.

Maine Soldiers in the

The wind

act

of the mountain, it is not so pleasant.
The
shoots, from the dark green point called Sac-

was

which was discovered in the

western

my, as by those who sent him to his doom.—
Banks was left to his fate, where the chances

Baker

by fire,

and soon this care Is'comes a
so-called “second nature,” prompting

avoid

to till

unquestioned.

that State are

required at first,

bad any chance to succeed.
not so much by the ene-

publican party, has

rectly

turn

seen

position

is

editor

t#”

woods, south of the village, on the Presque Isle

passenger is careless about his balance, and the
knowledge of this fact takes away some of the

yet

such a

as

ability

erate

home.

er

a

His

country newspaper.

a

ABYEHTISEMENTS.

Machigonne, Falmouth, and Union,

some ex-

alarmed

precedence, and it is of getting upset. Having no keel, and having such lightness, the canoe tips over with the greatest ease when the

pleasure of the first sail. But notwithstanding
their constant liability to overturn, I have nev-

of

have to go
nice little rain

we

In this citv 30th inst, in tbe First Parish Church.by
Rev E < Bolles, Mr Henry W Ripley to Mi*** Harriet
J Newhall, Loth of thia citv.
In Well*, Mr Charles W Bavley, of Newburyport,
to Miss Mary B Donnell, of W.
In Buxton 29th 11H. bv Rev Mr Bartlett. Mr Marshall M Mosher, of South Windham, to Mis* Sophia
C, youngest (laughter of Joseph Burbank, Esq, of B.

DIED.

friend of ours, who has had
desires to obtain a situation

A letter trom a friend in New Orleans
says: “New Orleans is quiet and orderly. A
Union sentiment is developing itself daily*
News from Texas is that the Union men of

ful

caused to be erect-

We had

nowadays.

news

up,”

supply.

last night and to-day—almost the first of the
season.
The fanners were crying out for rain!
rain! saying that unless we had rain in a few
days, crops would be nearly ruined.
Last Tuesday, 17th inst., we were very much

Chenery of Massachusetts,

From Kineo to the head of the lake, is a distance of twenty miles or a little more, but
though the sail is longer than on the other side

no man

for that article.

stream.

we

as

site to

his command

promentory al-

a

Since the Herald “closed

round past the wharf, command the
finest view of it. It is in this spot that Mr.

and

for this course of action. The secret history
of tlie war may never be written;—if it should
be, the popular estimate of men would proba-

summarily

It is in the

land, in fact conto it by a neck only a couple of rials
We of course come to it from the South,

nected

our

that he was

England, in

unusual location.

very centre of the lake, on
most isolated from the main

Allow me to suggest, that tee
have not the requisite informal ion to enable us
to determine whether he had sufficient reasons

Po|>e.

AVest;

other like It in New

or

knives and hatchets.

Messrs. Editors :—I notice in your paper
this morning, Monday. June 30th. a mild cen-

PnEaQl'E Isi.e, June 20th, 1S02.
Kdilnrx Porllaml Daily Precs :—Yours of
the Kith Is received. I will look after the re-

scanty growth of spruce and pine. On the
whole, the mountain may be called unique.—

aborigines

Frew ]
General Fremont.

hausted before

|T“A
perience,

by

have before taken oc-

edition

printed large
was entirely exhalf past eight A. M., and large
we

a

to you on Saturday morning.
We are not having much

of “a wet

of the

peculiarities of our political
system, that men of humble beginnings may
rise to the most exalted station, while men who
have filled positions of exalted trust may come
■

Yesterday morning
of the Presa, but it

Z

Fire in lie Woods—Recruiting Office—Dead
Man Alice—„Vnr Ihdlding.

JEW

_

port of the convention, and see that it is mailed

character

It will be no novelty for Maine to have her
Executive chair filled by a man taken from the
ranks of business life, and not from the legal
profession. Wm. King, the first Governor of

Iff A It HIED.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Regular * orrMpondcnt.]

The front is frowning in its darklicss, and the dark rock of which it is composed, is scarcely hidden or even fringed by the

the water.

There is

OF 8KOWHEGAN.

onr

numbers were called for which we could not
We will do the best we can to meet
all demands in future.

charming portions of the lake. The
mountain itself is quite near the Point, and has
such abrupt sides that it seems. to overhang
the most

—----

■

[From

Letter from Presqne Isle.

Address

returned if desired.

Third Division.

DJ{ J. B. fil’d IIES,
Temple fefrt, (corner of Middle),
I'ortlaaid.
yy^Md stamp for Circulaf.
Jull-3n»
No. 6

BAND.

PORTLAND
AID.

ORDER OF SONS OF TEMPERANCE.

Eclectic Medical

thTTadies.

to

IYUGIIE8 particularly
medical adviser, to call at his
DR.not'd
5
will find
which

Fourth Diriition.

Temple

“special

AID.
iiv

II. C.

i"'i

a

hi

X

umiii

■

•IIIIUIIUU U(

Rarncs, C hief Engineer.

Steam Fire

invite* all Indies who
room*. No.
street,
arranged lor
they
tbeir
accommodation.
Dr. H.’a Eclecric Renovating Medicine* are unrivalled in cthcacy and superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities, Their action is *pecific and
certain of producing relief iu a short time.
LADIES will find i» iuvaluah'e in all cased of obstructions after all other remedies hare bean tried in
vaiu. I is purely vegetable, containing no*lung in
the K t* injurious to the health, and may betaken
with per feet safety at all ttai*.
Set i** au> part ofUie country with f*«ll dfrectio .a,
DR. lll’GHES,
by ad li «ing
No. 5 i'emple Street, comer of Midd’e, rortlaad.
a

DURHAM BAND

iviuauu

Infirmary.

Engine*. Hose Carriages,
Ladder.

llook and

Cavalcade of Truckman of Portland commanded by
Capt. Harris.

N.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

own *c\.

ROUTE OF PROCESSION.

A tadv

uir>>

ol

expeiieuce

one of t’
attei
ii.il .Jti.k

iu coustant

ir
1-

Up Congress to Park, through Park to York, np
Stall*—halt—countermarch on State, through Danforth to High, down Free and Middle to India, thro’
India to Smith,Cuiubcrlaue aud Preble to Cougress to
the

City

Hall.

CHARLES It. MERRILL, Chief Marshal.
f

Tableaux VIvania.
r*I>KK

Til* DIUBCTIOS OF S.

THl'a*TOV.

The children of the Sunday Schools, under the *u) tor vision of their respective Superintendents. will be
seated on State IMrcet. and will sing National and
patriotic anthem*. while the Procession is halting.
Ilis Excellency the Governor, is expected to address
a few words to the children at the «ame time.
Thirty four young Indies. hearing shields, indicating the Arm of the dilTeren States, will be placed In
the centre of the group, and under the centre arch,
crowning the whole, a young Lady representing the
Goddess of Liberty.

Order at the
HIS

City

Hall.
-PKKPAKKI> HY-

HONOR THE MAYOR WILL PRESIDE.

1. —Music

by the band.
by Rev. Win.

2. —Prayer

T,.

4. —Music

by

Independence by

373 Congress Street,

the Rand.

and others.

Doxofogr

in the tune

autlieuce’are requested

CORRECTS
.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver C omplaints & liillons Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
July 1,1862.
_lm_
__

L>r. John C. Mott,
PHYSICIAN AND St’RUEON,
86 Court St., tokxkr or Howard. Bomtoit, la
ted dailv from 10 uutil 2. and from 6 to 8 iu the
eveni <g. on afl diseases of the Crinary and Genital
Orgai s. Scroftilous Affections, Humors of all kinds.
Sores. Cleers and Eruptions, Female Complaints, he.
An experience of over twenty years’ extensive nractice ei ablet Dr. M to cun* all of the iu»>st difficult
cases. Medicines entire*' vegetable. Advice Fret*.
su%w8m
Juno 23. 1*3.
consu

F. \ II I III T I O X

Steam

Fire

OF

Engines.

AT 2 o’clock 1*. M
MiAli

Portland, Me.

Cl’RES.Dy«|H‘|»i».

6.—Short Addresses by His Ex’cv Gov. Washburn,
H«»u. J. If. Drummond,
John T. Gilman. Inl6th.—Conclude with singing
of Old Hundred, in which the
to join.

TITCOMB,

APOTHECARY,

R. Clark.

3. —Reading the Ih*claialien of
Nathau Webb, Esq.

H.

FOOT OF F RANKLIN' ST. (BACK COVE.)

MATTERS ABOUT TOWS.
Portland

Custom

House.—In

quence of Uie increase of business

TO TUE

conse-

tliis

point,
Department, there
at

especially in the Warehouse
being now nearly forty warehouses here for
the storage of dutiable goods, the Secretary of
the Treasury has appointed a Storekeeper to
take the especial charge of the warehouse's,
in place of an Inspector as heretofore. We
learn that this appointment has been given to
Mr. Samuel R. Leavitt, late Inspector,—
the compensation being the same as that of
Inspector. Deacon James Crik, who was an
Occasional Inspector, has been appointed Inspector in Mr. Leavitt’s place, and our well
known fHend Joshua Dunn, Esq., has been
appointed Occasional Inspector in Mr. Crie’s
place. They all entered upon their new duties
Unlay.
The Oi.d Oaken Bucket.—Perhaps

one

Steamer Blackstone, from New Orleans
21st,
arrived with the mail. French hark from Marseilles via. Vara Cruz, with $«),<HK) in
specie,
was seized in the river
by the Custom House officers, and ordered North for
The
Blackstone brought a cargo of cotton,
sugar,
rosin, &c. The steamer Suwance sailed on the
21st for Philadelphia.
Mayor Fay ef Chelsea, arrived this evening,
with Cnpt. Carruth and Lts. Dalton ami Parkinson of the 1st regiment, wounded in the
recent
battle. They will lie forwarded ou the 8 o'clock
train by Col. Howe.

TELEGRAPHIC

amount of taxes for

OF TIIE

FICiUT AROUND RICHMOND.
FIGHT AT VIXBURGH.

Manassas, June30.

A Lieut. Col. in the rebel army by the name of
who has not resigned his commission
and declares he will not, was to-day arrested in
the garb of a pedlar, going from camp to
camp
selling his wares.

of Burnside.

The
more

following
acount

mond.

Gardiner,

—

I-1

edited

attracting

H.

Caps, -—L

H.

H ^

CHANGE of season

Y,

OPI*. POST OFFICE.

C.

.Joseph

Bartlett, Esq.,

iat, MIDDLE ST.,
prrp*r«i him«flf by wketion. from the »ew
Style* of Goods recently Imported in New York 2nd
Boston, to meet the requirunents of his customers
and the public as to

tv No extra charge for making hats to order.

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

Ivlilit.a.ry Chapeaux,

AND SI MMER

Caps and Gauntlets, sold low. Terms Cash.
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.
HARRIS,

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

CLOTHING.

whose

is sufficient guarantee that the paper will
be ably conducted. It is a small sheet but
well filled and tastefully printed. It has our

GARDINER

4c

BROWN,

Washington, June 29.
Since closing my letter from White House, I find
would say to their friends and the public that they
myself very unexpectedly in Washington city,
have purchased of Messrs. CUADBOCKNE it KENand in posession of most reliable information
best wishes for its success.
en Bucket” in course of construction by the
from W hite House and other points on the
DALL, their Stock of
j>eSons of Temperance. The idea is, to repreninsulii, nearly a day later than is contained in
From
Burnside’s
Expedition.
sent the farm-house well, surrounded with its
my letter.
Readr.Mide Clothing,
It appears that telegraph communication beA Correspondent of tha Boston Journal
rooss-covered curb, and surmounted by the old
tween White House and Gen. McClellan was not
their
entire interest in Manufacturing and CusAlso,
fashioned
from
Burnside’s expedition under date
sweep
wrifing
reminding one of the broken until near 1 o’clock on Saturday and
tom Department. Having secured the services of
then the wire was cut at the dispatch station 11
of June 25, furnishes the following letter from
“scenes of our childhood.” The ladies of EastMr. J. E. FOLEY, late Foreman aud Cutter for
miles
out.
Tunstnll station, four miles out, was
Mr. Colyer, who had returned rrorn the North
ern Star Division will represent the thirty-four
Messrs C. it K., they hope to merit a fair share of the
in our jtossession until 4 o’clock in the afterRebels Captured.
of
States
the Union, and others the three carand been reinstated as Superintendent of the
patronage bestowed upon their predecessors.
noon, at which hour the operator mt White
June 30.
Lurat,
House heard a stange signal coming over the
dinal virtues of the order—Love, Purity and
Poor. The writer says:—Mr. Colyer requests
Gen. Crawford with a portion of his brigade
62 Middle St., appMlte Past Oder.
wire; on going to the instrument he was heraldand Hawkins' cavaly in force dime up the valme to publish the
Fidelity. The committee of Sons having ed
following:—
with what the Union soldiers call the rebel
and entered this town this morning driving
June 23. 18G2.
ley
4wdawf
the matter in charge, are hard at work and
New bern, N. C., June 24.
national salute “I say, O you of a,” this was
the rebel pickets and capturing one company <q
To the Eilltor of Ihr Host on Journal:
are determined to make a tine
the
for
final
given
to
when
a
rebel
the
signal
A
evacuation,
of
their
force escaped.
display
cavalry.
portion
FOURTH OF
1869.
In accordance with the request of Ilis Exportion of the infantry forces went immediately
Our cavalry pursued them a mile when a skircredit of their order.
on
board the steamboat in waiting for them.
cellency Gov. Stanley, I wish it published that
mish ensued. The object of the reconnosance
I misunderstood his Excellency; that lie nevThe last of the transports was moved off by
was fully accomplished.
The enemy had no
Baptism.—Rev. D. W. Graham, of the Caser intended to put In force The' laws of North
steam tugs and a few articles scattered about on i stores.
co Street Church, baptized several persons
shore. The whole was of small value, and thus
Carolina; and that until he receives explicit
Rocket*,
instructions from the Government at WashingSunday noon, at the Back Cove. The hand of of the many millions worth of projierty here a
XX
XV
Ilth
CONGRESS.
Roman Candles,
ago, perhaps $50,000 worth was deton, D. C., he w ill not interfere with my schools
fellowship was administered at the church. few days In
the midst of this closing scene in
for colored children, nor return fugitive slaves
stroyed.
Bengolas
We are happy to believe that the F. W. B. Sothe beautiful Chickahominy region, 1 regret to
SENATE.
to their masters.
Accordingly 1 make this
Pin-Wheel*,
have to state that some vandal set fire to W'hite
ciety is prospering.
statement
with
the
sineerest
Washington, June 30.
pleasure and gratiHouse and it was entirely consumed.
Serpents, Ac., dec.
tude to a good Providence.
A bill was introduced punishing persons givOub Crisis.—Rev. Mr. Clarke of the ChesThe enemy made his appearance in consideraALSOVintent Colyer,
ing consideration to members ol CongresJ or ofble
force
at
the
W
7
hite
House
at
and
nut Strict church, delivered an interesting
o’clock,
ficers of the government for procuring contracts,
Superintendent of the Poor.
though he neither found bread for man nor hay
FIRE-CRACKERS, TORPEDOES,
&c. Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
lecture Sunday afternoon, on
The Dealings
for beast, was welcomed with heavy showers of
The
same correspondent gives the followThe
resolution
that contracts made
And everything else in this line.
I
providing
of Providence in our National Crisis.” It was
grape shot from the gungoats which were rangby departments shall be published weekly in
ing:—
in front of the landing. They were supposed
a
scholarly production and so well received, ed
the
newspa]>ers, was passed.
SERVED niM RIGHT.
I
to be 30,000 strong, and unless they
brought
The resolution relating to the compennation of
that we doubt not its re-delivery before the
ANDtheir havesacks must have gone sup|»erless to
On the evening following the grand review |
Senators ap|>ointed to till vacancies, was passed.
bed. In the best of times l found starvation
public would be much appreciated.
of this army corps by Gen. Burnside, the Gen.
The bill providing that vessels with goods beAT
WHOLESALE
AND
staring mein the face at White House, and I
was serenaded
longing to loyal citizens, which were captured
by several regimental bands, 1
iry-Thc Odd Fellows,” made even by a hope the rel>els found no letter fare.
MECHANICS’ IIALL,
CONGRESS ST.,
and there was a large gathering of soldiers and
by rebels, when re-taken by the U. 8. shall be
The cavalry at the White House guarded the
lietter-half
delivered to the owners without salvage, was
accompaniment, we suppose,
citizens in front of the headquarters. EnthuCorner of Casoo Strait,
of the last wagons and horses which
departure
passed.
siasm was at its higlit when some one called
propose to visit Bath on the 8th inst. on a
moved off at the final evacuation and joined the
The bill
a pension to the widow of
SMITH A BOTH.
for three cheers for (Jen. Burnside.
grand pleasure excursion. See their notice in forces of Gen. Soneman who were moving in Gen. C. F.granting
Hardly
d2w
was passed.
Smith,
luul the words escaped the lips of the patriotic
the vicinity all day. After passing these trains,
another column.
(
The bill prescribing an additional oath to the
individual, ere there was a universal shout of *
securing their safety, Stoneruan moved off in a officers«»f the government, was agreed to.
direction that I am not at liberty to state.
applause, which rung three times three in alThe Floral Show.—We would remind
A resolution to make a majority of those lemost
tones. As the sounds died
Gen. Casey reborts that he lost not a man nor
Gurr, Rifles, Revolvers, Cutlery and
our readers of the Horicultural Society’s exhigally elected and present sufficient for a quorum, aw ay, deafening
a person who resides in
Sportimo Goods generally.
did he leave a soul behind, not even a contrathis city but
was considered.
and Stencil Cutting attended to as usual.
bition of flowers anil fruit at Mechanics' Hall,
Repairing
who
had
not made the acquaintance of our
band. At 10 o’clock on Saturday morning Col.
A resolution that the Naval Committee inquire
G. L. BAILEY,
to open at 2 o’clock this afternoon. Should the
lugalls and Ca^it. Saw telle were before lorkGeneral, remarked iu a loud tone, that you
whether the Sup’t of the Naval Academy has
eodtf
42 EXCHANGE STREET.
town with an immense convoy of vessels and
had better give three cheers for Jeff. Davis
allowed and countenanced any manifestations of
weather prove propitious, a fine show may be
for old Burnside.” The foolish fellowsteamers, on their way to their new base of o]>ethan
to
the
or
whether
offihostility
government,
any
ex fiected.
rations on James River.
FLORAL EXHIBITION!
They would move cer of the Academy, was adopted.
ought to have known it was unnafr to remark
down to Fortress Monroe and wait the instructhus to such a gathering, where every soldier
The Senate then went into executive session.
Insured.—We learn from parties immeditions of Gen McClellan. A number are however
would
take
it
as
a
Adjourned.
personal affair. Perhaps
Sl'MMKU EXHIBITION of the Horticultuately interested, that the bakery building de- already up the James River under the protection
lie would n 4 have made the remark had lie
HOUSE.
ral Society will U* held at
of the gunboats.
fire
on
known
one
of
that
Rhode
last
was
Island’s best soldiers
stroyed by
Sunday morning
The Committee on tlie Judiciary not having
Since an early hour on Saturday morning,
was pa-sing him at that moment.
insured for $4150, of which amount $500 was
CapL BelGen. McClellan has been deprived of his teletime, was excused from the consideration of the
of Battery F, however he might tolerate a
-OM
insured at John E. Dow’s, Piscataquis Co., the
graphic communication with W ashington. He article in the New York Tribune in reference to ger,
personal assault, was too indignant to let such
the
its use before the wires were cut,
job, and a special committee to
TUESDAY, -JULY l«t, 1©03.
Intellij^euccr
balance, $150, being at Noyes’ Agency. Upon abandoned
a disloyal remark
and
ere
a
unnoticed,
pass
attend
to
it.
doubtless being fearful that the enemy might by
Commencing at 2 o'clock, P. M.
score of others who rushed that way could get
the machinery, ovens and fixtures the amount
The bill for the construction of a canal from
a magnet on the wires, read his orders.
the Mississippi to Lake Michigan, was consider- ! at the friend of Jeff. Davis,the Captain’s heavy
Direct communication with Gen. McClellan is
of $500 was insured, also by the Piscataquis
Tar Fallowing Hrrmiani are offered:
hand came in eonfcict with the side of the felnow
however,by the gunlioats up ed.
Co., and a farther amount of $100 at Noyes’ the being opened, and
For best nix varieties Cherries.S3 00
low's head with a motive power calculated to
After a debate, without a decision the House
will soon be right in this
Chickahowiuy,
For lx*st three varieties Cherries.
2 00
Agency. The inti-rest of Mr. Bryant in the respect.
adjourned.
multiply his vision of celestial I ms lies ten fold.
For lx*t single variety Cherries. 1 00
With a sententious “Oh!” seeeah went down,
small dwelling house contiguous was fully covFor lies! six varieties Strawberries,..
4 00
Philadelphia, 30.
For best four varieties Strawberries. 300
but when he arose again Capt. Belger, curbing
The correspondent of the Baltimore American
City tisrrrsMrsl.
ered by insurance at McCobb’s Agency. Loss
For beat single variety Strawberries. 2 00
his w rath, delivered him over to an officer
thinks the object of Gen. McClellan was to abanIn City Council, I
For best twelve stalks of Rhubarb. 1 00
but trifling. One or more of the policies covwho tiMik him safely away. Subsequently, 1
don White House and draw iu his in his right
1'outland, June 21.J
For best single *i>ccimeii Plant in Flower. 1 00
REPORTS OP COMMITTEES.
understand, the General had an interview with
ering the above still remain in the hands of the wing across the Chickahominy, which he acFor beat New specimen worthy of note. 1 00
For beat display of Cut Flowers. 6 00
this disloyal citizen, giving him a piece of adlh( Committee on Judicial Proceeding».—On peticomplished with little loss in comparison with
agents, not having been delivered to the ownFor 2d best display of Cut Flowers,. 3 00
tion of .Volin Kdward-, for remuneration for injuries
the punishment he gave the enemy, thus
vice that may is- beneficial to him. The man
er or paid for.
For best display of Roses,
sustained
6 00
thrown down by Art* engine passbeing
his
and
by
the
base
hits
remarked that lie was mistaken in the disstrengthing
position,
changing
For best twelve named varieties Roses. 3 00
ing OSer «i<Ie-walk ou High Street, recomendiug that
of operations to James river.
position of General Burnside, and he evinces a For best six nam.vd varieties Roses,. 2 00
The cold storm of yesterday must have
petitioner have leave to withdraw.
For beat collection Verbenas,. 2 on
The two Hoard* disagreed on acceptance of rejiort,
reformation since the acquaintance.
lieen as discouraging to the ambition of young
For 2d b»*st collection Verbenas. 1 no
Boutnern items.
and appointed rnmmittees of Conference; by same
For tx*st six named varieties Fuschiax. 3IO
on petition of C. C. Eaton, for il'amago*
ICE
Committee,
FOR
THE
SOLDIERS.
and tender plants, in their laudable effort* to
Memphis, June 28.
for injurii* sustained
For lx*st three named varieties Fuscbias. 2 00
on side-walk on York
falling
by
A schooner load of ice has arrived here
Jeff. Davis in a letter to Gov. Drown of GeorFor best single variety Fuschias. 1 IN)
rise in the world, as it was depressing to the
Street. February 1st 1861, in consequence of snow
which was forwarded by funds raised in WorFor best I*anor Roquet.
and ice not having been properly removed therefrom,
4 00
law
ascunstitutional
gia,
defendstheconscription
spirits of humanity cribbed up in confined of- and absolutely
2d best Parlor lioijuct,. 2 00
that
the
turn
of
seven
hundred
ami
and
cester, Mass.,
Providence, R. I. By order For
indispensible to the maintenance recommending
For best Hand Ikxiuet,. 3 00
dollar* be allow**! as damage* to Mr. Katnn in j of the
fice*. without the genial influence imparted
of the rebel armies.
a supply is to be
General
fifty
given to the
For 2d be«*t Hand Roquet,
1 00
full a* claimed; by same Committee. on the
petition ;
The Grenada Appeal of the 23d learns that
from a glowing grate. We endured and triFor best Basket or Roquet Wild Flowers. 2 00
of Trustee* of Kennels*? k Portland Railroad Com- ) hospital at Beaufort, where most of the siek
or Roquet Wild Flowers,...
the fedcralB, to the number of 20 gunboats and
best
Basket
For
2d
00
are
now
1
and
the
that
the
owner*
of
remainder
is
to
said
be
Railpnnv, recommending
quartered,
umphed over the depression; we hope the mortars, o)>encd at an early hour that
For lx*st Floral Design,. 3 00
may be permitted to continue the track on Ca- ! proportionately divided between the 25th Masmorning road
For
2d
Floral
best
1
00
nal
Street
for
a
Design,.
were
farther
time
in
accordance
with
the
victorious
l
over the
on the lower batteries at
displants
equally
sachusetts and the 4th and 5th RhtMle Island
Vicksburg. The result terms of an agreement made between said
For best display of Pansies, not less than six
Company* j Volunteers. Ice is a
is not stated. Van Dorn is in command there,
2 Oft
varieties,
and the city.
couragement
great luxury here—it is
Accepted.
Lovell
in
that
For best display Carnation Pinks,. 1 00
having su|>erceded
ho warm.
department.
Order#—Order directing the Treasurer to pay C.
Scout.
A letter to same paper, from Chattanooga,
For best display Pickota Pinks. 1 00
C. Eaton the suin of seven hundred and fifty dollars,
Improvement.—We are informed that the
the same being iu full for injuries sustained by him
says we have direct news this morning tdat the
efficient Superintendent of the Kennebec A
Amateur Gardeners are respectfully requested to
on tin* l*t
federal* are falling back before our advancing
day of February, 1861. Passed.
contribute s]>eciit)ens to the Exhibition.
Ordered, That the contract mad*' between the City
Portland Railroad, designs fitting twosmoking
while
this
is
on
Mi’chell is movcolumns;
going
The Secretary will be in attendance at the Hall on
ami K it P. Railroad Co., having date September 9,
ing on our rear in the vicinity of Battle Creek.
cars for that road within a few weeks.
It is
1867. for the occupation of < anal Street, be extended
Tuesday forenoon from 3 o'clock till 12, to make enThe Appeal of the 25th says Gen. Van Dorn
tries.
Per order Executive Committee,
throe year* from tlie expiration thereof. Plumed.
designed, we believe, to take two passenger has advised
ODD
S. B. BECKETT, Secretary.
FELLOW'S’
all the families to move eight miles
Ordered, That the Committee on Public Building*
June
1«G2.
td
27,
cars and fit them up for this
be
directed
to
cause
to
be?
some
suitable
hack from the river. He intends to defend that
purpose, leaving
prepared
| room w ithin the limit# of Ward No. 1, lor the purpose
de
tment to the last extremities.
in one end of each, ample accommodations for
of holding therein meetings of the citizens of said
Pier and Mantle Mirror*.
same paper says that on Hat
unlay last, j Ward. Read and referred to the Committee ou Pubthe PostofBcc department.
(Kid Fellows of Portland, accompanied by
the federal fleet in tow of tng boats was
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames, with
lic Building*.
repulsthe
from
IsnIvcs
Rosewttod, Black Walnut or 4tilt finish made
Hiddeford, Saco, Saccarappa
ed at Grand Gulf by the rebel batteries of o and
Ordered, That the Committee on Account* enquire
and lli unswk'k, will have a
to order, of any sire, style or design, of new and
an*i report
the volutin** of Maine Kc|>ort* amt of
12 pounders.
why
elegant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
Acts amt Resolve* which have become due from the
The same day the gunboats at Vicksburg
A Railroad Scene. A day or two since
Picnic Excursion to
plates re set in old frames, bv
State to the City, are not in its possession, and also
a brisk lire on the batteries which conMtlRRISON k CO., 2fi. Market Square.
opened
what measure* shall be taken to procure the same.
we happened to step into the care at a station
ON THE El Of ITU DAY OK JULY,
tinued over an hour without doing any injury.
Famed.
in a town, not a thousand miles from BrunsOf affairs in Arkansas, the Appeal says that
Petition of John H. Williams, praying that the
(Or the first fair day follow ing), attended by the
Gilt Frame*,
the rapid movements of Gen. Hindman has algrade of Congress Street, between franklin ami Wilwick A family, evidently of foreign birth, had
inot Street*, mav be chang«*1, and the sidewalk oti
PORTRAITS 4>R LANDSCAPES of any
most rid the State of Curtis, and that
have
Portland Band.
they
sire or style desired-latest patterns and best
the Northerly side of Congress Str***t, was received
just taken theirseat* and several “friend*" were succeeded in
driving him a short distance of the ami referred to Committee on Streets.
The Columbian Hall, near the Park, has been proworkmanship—made to order bv
standing near, who had come to the “keere to Missouri line and was still retreating.
The Saint Select Committee, to whom win reform!
MOKR1S4JN k CO.. 26, Market Squsfc.
vided for Dancing. Itc.: Swings and Foot Halls, also
At
an
the Auditor's estimate* of income and
election in this city, John Park, the
sec ’em off.”
The family consisted of a middle
Tea, Coffee, lemonade and Ice Water, will be ftirexpenditure*
j
for
the
currout
the
same
nished
back
amendfree
of
Union
year.
All
are
candidate
received
724
ro|»ortod
to
votes being all the
charge.
requested
carry a
aged man, his wife and “chillier*." Just lie- votes cast.
ed in several particular.*-. Accepted.
Photographic Frames.
basket, mug anti spoon, as usual.
The Auditor* estimates as amended, were then
fore the train startl'd the “friends,” one after
or oval—every kind called for.
These
The Memphis Avalanche has been notified by
^OUARE
ami
Ticket* for th« Excursion, SI,
adopt**)
pass**!, hr which it apfiear* the gross
kj wiuf manufactured by ourselves, except those
the Provost Marshal that an editorial yesterday
another kissed first the man, then the childcre,
< xiiemliture* of the city government tin* coming
we can compete with any maryear
nt'ct'sitarily
imported,
•
1m*
had
To
at
Ixrwell
k
K.
P.
Senter’s,
w
Hanks',
and
is
ill
be
about
9-35<UM>,do, and tlie income outside of K. J. D. I*arrabee A
exceedingly obnoxious and that criticisms of
ket for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 20, Marand lastly the ruddy faced matron. They eviCo*a, Excliange Street; Ingertaxes about 926.0nti.tui.
the military officers cannot be allowed. It is
ket Square.
MORRISON k CO'S.
sol k Son. Middle Street; F. E. ( o veil's, under the
Adjourned, by condurrcnt vote, to Monday evendently relished the last one best, for there was warned not to rcjicat the offence.
Preble
House; H. T. Cummings', Congress Street,
14th.
ing,
July
The news from the floatilla is highly interesta distinct report, loud enough to be heard
and of the Committee of Arrangements at tlie Depot.
CiUt, Roxrwood, Black Walnut and
by
IN BOARD MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
Train leave* the Kennebec k Portland Depot at 8
ing. (Jur gunboats and rams had passed the
Oak Mouldings.
all the passengers, each time their lips met
The ofiicial bond of 11. p. Lord, City Treasurer,
o'clock.
mouth of the Yarow rive and proceeded to withlowest cash prices, in quantities to suit the
was approved and ordered to be recorded iu lull by
Members of the Fraternity are requested to nuet
lier’s It was “a solemn and interesting occain four miles of Vicksburg from which point
trade.
Ship Mouldings made and finished to
tlie City < lerk.
at (Kid Fellows' Hall, Exchange Street, at 7j o’clock
seven men went by land on the Louisiana side
order by
MORRISON CO.,
sion.”
Order fixing salary of Liquor Agent at 9800 was
A. M.
Market Square.
and communicated with Com. Frragut’s fleet.
taken from the table and pa****i.
Per order of the Committee,
Petition
of
(
member*
o!
Police
for
a
new
uniform
J.
The Com. has since sent a dispatch to Captain
SCHUMACHER,
was read and laid on the table.
»r The lecture of Mrs. Goddard, at the Davis, which reached Memphis
F. A. SMITH,
on Saturday afOld Frames Ke-Oftlt,
The following person* were appointed special |»otd
W. 8. PH! Lit ROOK.
July 1,1W9.
New City Hall, last evening, notwithstanding
t apt. Davis immediately started down
ternoon.
liceman for the 4th of July in addition to those apRENEWED by
the river with the Benton, and other vessels of
MORRISON k CO.
June
28d
(’’has.
F.
the unpropitious state of the weather, was well
Nathanviz.,
llazeltine,
point.*]
the floatilla will follow.
iel W hit lie v, Stuart Ray, A. Chalhu, W. E. Kcdlow,
DEEKIALi HILL.
attended, and the audience appeared to lie
aud John W. Neal. Adjourned.
On Hand.
much interested in her statements regarding
Various Matters.
A CONSTANT supply of b»«*t Extra Deep Cold
Keep Dry :—(. oxsi mption Nox-pli sskd. j Four
the present war, aud all of its asteudant horand
at
low
rates at
J\.
Leaf,
New York, June 30.
—We have seen the Esquimaux in their wet- !
2H Market Square.
rors.
This lady in her quiet and Samaritan
Ittimor says that sonic officers from Gen. McWedaeaday, Thnmda;, Friday aad Satweather habiliments, anil have often ailinireil
Clellan's headquarters report that during the reurday Evening**, July 2d, 3d, 4lli Jk 51b.
way of doing good, opened largely the heart*
Ooods
ft ( hnviinih.
Pholoftraphir
treat of the right wing Gen. McClellan advanctheir style of keeping the wet out; but we must I
of her hearers, as well as their purses, and by
CARD.—The management respectfully beg leave
K stock in this ite)iartment is complete, comed his left wing some five miles to an eminence,
confess to having lx*en taken somewhat aback,
to atiuounce that they have leased the above
her recital of the many hardshi|is und privaprising every article used in the art.
where a quantity of charcoal was being used to
Hall in order to secure the aid of scenery whereby
MuUKISON k CO.,
heat shot for Richmond, of which place the |k>yesterday morning, at beholding one of the they will he enabled to give entertainments
tions of our brave defenders, touched many
different
3H, Market Squaro.
Junc24dtfw3t
sition is within shelling distance.
from
the
tarns old
that
cannot
be
"fare
avoided
in
a
costume
style,
jsek” arrayed
by
very similar,
a chord of sympathy in the hearts of
those,
ltumor also says that Gen. Uurnside has landTroupes that appear in halls without scenery anil
HOM
ESTEADS
FOR
$20.
hut much neater and of a better fabric than
w ardrobe.
The entertainment offered will be entirewho now feel stimulated to fresh exertions in
ed in the rear of Fort Darling, and all his availnew; original with this Troupe and performed by
ly
in
that
worn
the
Arctic
Indians.
able
were
by
Arrayed
troops
behalf of the sick and wounded soldiers of the
ready to attack it.
no others, as the diflereut pieces are secured bv
patMISSOURI I.AXD UOMUAXV have pur.
*An officer gives a report that Richmond is alent.
a neat silk water-proof skirt,—bonnet and cape
old Pine Tree State.
chafed from the Hannibal k St Joseph Railroad
ready ou fire from hot shot. These reports are
a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
same material, together with handsome
of
the
Company
given without vouching for their credibility.
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
rubber 1 loots, (excuse us.) this lady has set a
for tanning and manufacturing purposes,
County,
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
Nashville, June 30.
rif t»w. «X'«,rl.l .mnavnrul
and have divided their property into lots and farms.
Dr. Cheatham, Superintendent of the l.unutic
fashion, which we hope to see copied by every
each.
They are offered to suliseritwrs in share* of
JIOHHIS BROTHERS’
Asylum was sent to the penitentiary for treason.
like
woman”
in
Portland.
With
such
Battle around Richmond.
Maps, with foil iiifonnation, can be bad by calling ou
“female
Fourteen hundred federal prisoners, taken at
New York, June 30, ft A. M.
EDWARD SHAW, Agrat,
Shiloh and paroled, were sent home to-day.
precautions, the graveyard gates would yawn
Tlie Tribune 1ms just issued an extra with
A large quantity of cotton has just beer reless frequently, and fewer angels lose sight of
1CG Middle Street, Portland.
from
the
battle
Held Sunday morndespatches
From their Opera House. Boston, w here they have
ceived.
June 23.
dtf
earth to lint! a paradise in heaven, Ladies!
for
the
six
ten
months
ing. The despatch states that a severe and
iu
tho
performed
past
years,
the climate!
watch
year. They will have the houor of appearing as
most determined battle was fought on the
right
New York Items.
Notice.
above.
wing, on Thursday and Friday, which is claiinIn their matchless entertainments they will introNew York, June 30.
will be received bv the Committee
at
learn
from
ep by some of our officers as a successful ami
The
Foubth
IIoultox.—We
duce
The West Point correspondent of the Post
on Streets, Side-Walks and Bridges, at the Civil
strategic movement into which the enemy un- Btates that it was reported
THE FAMOUS RAW RECRUITS,
the Timex, that the first exhibition of the
there that our pickets
Engineer's office, until Tuesday the Sth day of July
wittingly had been drawn, and which will aoon were driven in on the afternoon of the Alith
for the removal of the Piles or Dolphins in the
Performed
them
next,
122
in
succession
iu
Bosat
by
nights
Aroostook Society for the improvement of horresult in the capture of Richmond anil the enHarbor off Victoria Wharf.
ton. Also
White House, and that the shipping had all been
S. W. LAKUABKK, Chairman.
will
take
in
that
town
the
4th
of
tire rcls'l army.
on
ses,
place
sent to West Point from White HouscTHE CONTRABAND JUBILEE,
«>ther dalies please copy.
je2fttd
The attack was made by the enemy in imA rebel captured states that Hciiuregard had
July. The Society has incurred heavy ex- In which they will wear the 13 suits of clothes sent
mense force, who crossed the
Chickahominy arrived at Richmond with the main portion of pense in purchasing and fitting up its trotting this Troupe from the Potomac.
We fbr I'udmilfimsl,
alxrve Mechanicsvllle Thursday afternoon.—
his army; that 3000 men had been sent to reinLon Morris’ threat Contraband Acts.
respectfully give notice that we have
They fought desperately, but were unable to force Jackson, ami that the latter would at once i park. Liberal premiums are offered, and we Billy Morris’ Celebrated Mump Speech and Mocking
out the Photograph room* lately oecubought
Bird.
attack the right flank of our army, while Lee
drive our men a single rod, though the
have no doubt but that the “down east” boys
enemy
J. U. P. Burnham, formerly the old stand of
Pell as the Ham Fat Man.
by
Johnnv
would make an attack in front.
were ten to one.
luruhain Brothers,
will have a good time. “Good order,” says
J. C. Trowbridge as the old Sexton.
The Philadelphia Inquirer states that the solTlie only force engaged that day was Gen.
Bowers’ Novel Duel. How to get your bills paid.
No. 06 MIDDLE STREET,
the Timet, “will be enforced, and no liquors of
diers by the steamer State of Maine report that
McClellan’s t.rand Review, Ac., Ac.
McCall's division, which fought from 2 o’clock
And have newly fitted up the rooms and are preparwhen
The
b«**t
and
orchestra
left
will
in
tho
White
kind
bo
on
the
or.
House
it
was
lielieved
the
singing,
dancing
they
ft
grounds
prountil
P. M., when it was ordered back. Gen.
any
permitted
ed to carry ou the
fession
advanced guard of Jackson hail driven in our
McClellan was present, and expressed satisfacin the immediate vicinity.” If no liquors are
pickets 5 miles off, while his main body was 10
tion at the result
For
Bill
see
particulars
programmes. Doors open
permitted, there will probably be “lielc her's' at 7j, to commence
miles in the rear. A Union regiment, and all
at 8 o'clock precisely.
The enemy in large force made the attack
In all its v arious branches, and in the latest and best
sick at W hite House able to bear arms, were at
during the races.
style of the art.
aliou* 2 P. M., and advanced with determined
Ticket* Twenty-Five Cents,
once ordered out.
Word was sent to Casey’s
We also sav that we have at least a thousand splenTo lie had at the Box Office, from 10 A. M. till 1 P. M.
couiage over the n iry ground in front of our
did negatives of the citizen* of Portland, which can
division, and all the tree- on the Pamuukey rivReserved Neats fiO ceuts.
Boys, Read This!—In looking over a late
lines, hut they were literally mown down by er cut down to give play to the batteries
In*
examined bv persons wishing pictures from auv of
of the
LON MoltRls, Manager.
our terrific Are, and retired.
them, prints of which will be made at very short'nopaper, we noticed an accident as having ocgunboats. All stores ami munitions were sent
J. J. HILLIARD, Agent.
je28tjul5
tice.
On Friday the cannonading was terrific, and
on board
curred from the foolish practice of throwing
IriiutqKirts, which were anchored in the
the roar of musketry cannot be described.—
stream under the protection of
and
gunboats.
stones, whereby a tine little lad was sent home
PLEASURE PARTIES.
The last desis-rate effort of the enemy this dayThe steamer Northern Light, from Aspiuwall
To any si/e required, and finished in Oil and Water
a larger boy, who, in wanton
to
heaven
forced tiie Union men back to the low ground
an
ived
by
ttaie afternoon with 50 passengers
UNIONISTS visiting the Islands, supplied
21st,
Colors, India Ink and finest materials.
A
with stores at the shortest notice.
Ph ase give us a call, as perfect satisfaction is guaranil JM00.000 in treasure. The news from the
lietween the hill and bridge, and a panic was
sport, fractured his temple by a stone. Boys,
Orders solicited.
anteed in every instauce.
Isthmus is unimportant,
almost inevitable, when Meagher’s brigade of
if you w ill indulge in this foolish habit, go and
A sjiccial despatch to the Tribune says the
W. T. A If. II. WILDER.
180 Fore Street nenr foot of Exchange.
Irishmen came over the
stripped to the
shut yourselves up in some barn, and there
June 24, 18fi2.
dlweodlw
Union ram fleet was -'ft Vicksburg on the 20th
ban- arms. They gave a terrific
yell and
CALDEKWOOD A BECK K IT.
inst; communicated with Com. Farragut, who
throw your elbows out of joint, but never try
pitched in like tigers. The enemy retired.
Portland. June 23.
dtf
was
to
attack
the
on
A reliel major was taken
place
Friday. Twenty ves- the David and Goliah practice in our public
prisoner by Count sels were in
a
jiosition, and Farragut was confident streets.
de Paris. He states that the whole of Stoneof victory. The rebel force is estimated at 12,wall Jackson’s army were here, and in the atTENEMENTS
WANTED.
000. It is reported that Farragut hail destroyed
tack on our right.
American Gold,
WANTED—Convenient tenements for tho
the town of Warrington. The cotton was saved
Zft' The Charleston Mercury, fearing that
The relx-ls had from 80,000 to 80,000
accommodation of two small families, iu
troops.
the river. Gen. Curtis is in a perilous
along
Sovereigns,
the city will fall into the hands of the federal
The loss of life is large on both sides. The
respectable localities, and within ten minin Arkansas, the rebel Gen. Lains being
utes’ walk of the Post Office. Rent not to
Demand Hotel,
artillery of both Porter's and Smith’s division | position
has
removed its large Hoe press to
in his rear with 15,000 men.
exceed from Nljjjfrio 175 per annum.
troops,
The gunboat ArGovernment July Coupons.
Address Box flypost < ittice. or apply at the Countpiled the rebels in heaps, and during the whole kansas is aground in the lasso river. There is Columbia—-far in the interior—and is now isbattle I lie carnage u as terrific.
ing Room of thTOntily Pres?, Fox Block
wm n WOOD.
greit distress ami alarm in the South.
sued half-sheet size.
Portland. June 23.
dlslf
1
ill*
.!ol> 27.

JULY,

> -.SWUWU! 'VJiWi
/UNCTION OF FREE ft MIDDLE STS.,
..

—

—

Lowest

Erices,
RETAIL,

Trout & other

ALSO,

THE

Is^eohanics’

Hall,

placing

...

_AMUSEMENTS.

AND FANCY

WITH

Bath,

IJ341R

WAKE,

Only!

|

| V

-ALSO-

-A_nd

Dye*StufFs,
usually kept

In

Drag

a

Seventh

Pell &

Annual

Tour

ID rug

large and

well selected stock

dispensary

CHA». F. CROAM AN.

je24tf

Ambrotypcs Copied

I^Xf'l

hill,

Wanted

a

at

Premium!

HAND,

JUST RECEIVED,

Our Ataortmert of Artiktk’ Material

Ac.,

a
of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the coutidcucc
of the public.
THOR. H. FOOR.

I, very extenaive. being of the beet man u feet ere.
«och a, Winaor A Newton', Oil and Water Co lore,
Brush.*. Drawing Papers. Pencil,. Crayon,. Oil, and
Varnishes. Mathematical Instrument,. Ac.
Our stock embrace, all article, in thia line, and ia
the largest and heat "elected in the State, and we offer tile best inducement, to dealer, and
photograpera,
both a, to quality of good, aud a, to prawn.

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASR

INSURANCE._
FIRE

INSURAHCE.

Will b, cheerfully furnished with
which contain, a complete list.
A

WARREN SPARROW,
ear. af Eiekaa|e 8k,
rOKTLAXD, ME.,
Agent of the following First Clam Insurance Co'»:

Catalogue,

oar

large assortment of Oval. Gilt. Walnut. Phony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Confltantly on hand.

OUrf 74 Middle,

B. J. D. LABEABEE A 00.,
1,#1 •• Uxchrtage street.
J one
~

33,1863.

»g

National Insurance Company,
Of Bunton.
Cash Cnpitml and Surplus, 8600,000.

Republic
Of

Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8317,000.

New York.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Snrplns, 8260.000.
--

Equitable

Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought always to be the

consideration in effecting insurance,* in here offered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium

first

adopted by sound and responsibte cun.panic*.
Office in "Boyd’s Building,’’ opposite Poet office.

C^A. R D.
The

Crystal

will bo resumed hi
on the 1st and lAth
each month. Subscriptions and comm '.in tea lions
in the U. States must be sent to
THE I.KYSTAL. PORTLAND. MS.,
Those in Canada to WATERVILLK, C. E.
The Unit number will contain a (tall
report of 'Tan
CajtntSMSL f iLannATina.” Those die,ring extra
copies of that anmber please address as above.

CYRIL PEARL, Editor.

OFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER,
dfcwlw

P C) It T I. A N D

Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.

Company
THIS
terms
favorable

continue to insure property on
as those of any reliable com-

as

pany
AH

& Masonic Journal.

publication of this paper
THE
July and be issue] regularly
of

dAwtf

SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.

policies

upon which six premium* have been
paid, are renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to rail and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.
Office

10 Becrnits Wanted
To Ml

105? Middle Street*

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Siiaw, Secretary.
June 23.

ip

three years, nnleaa

serve

Butter, Cheette, Flour.

tw~ Fay ud Rations
IMmeat.

CO.

Chinese

ALLEN. Jr.,

Exchange

Nos. 13 A 15

S^PLAIN^l
Importer

kitauia fan, Table
And

a

Street.

ROCNDS Navy Tobacco—1 lb. lumps,
2000 do. Nk<tar Leaf Cavendish.
1000 do. Mkdkok'n oiuijmKa Natural Leaf,
25o0 do. Phii>k or Fluvama
500 do. Pkt Lamb—fair article,
WM. ALLEN. Jr.,
Nos. 13 A 15 Exchange Street.

now

ent wants
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the tronblo
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various branches of
hous«>-furnishing
business, he can offer goods at prices that will not
tail of proving satisfactory ou examination.

138 and 140 Kiddle Street, Portland.
28. 1882.

dtf

SARDINES.
ALLEN. Jr..

Exchange

Street.

FOR

SECOND ol’ARTER of tv Summer Solo*

THE
of this Institution will

ALLF.N. Jr.,
Noe. 13 k 15 Exchange Street.

RAISINS,

a

Familv

of July. Postage Stamps
rJNROM
and Mampcd Envelopes will 'uot be charged at

the Post Office.

Foal

VESSELS
Sydney,
in New

Exchange

MASTER’S Interest in
orencea given.

C.»als

Bay

to

Address PORTLAND
June 24. 1*3

England.
(^uick despatch and the high«*st going rates offered.
Apply to GEORGE II ST A KK.
No. 3) Exchange Street.
lw

A SPIRITS TERPENTINE.—We Invite
MATRON
ix a trial of the Natrona
from all

Turpeutiue
paintIt
Ship work, inside or out
fa/rfrffom *«d/, with fiat coual to spirits, evaporates no faster, and for Blind Work cannot be excellor

ed. It works hjiai. to tin* common spirits on all
kinds of painting, or in Oil Cloth manufacturing.
Ah evidence of the excellence of the article, the undersigned eau refer to numbers of the first painters
of Boston aud vicinity, if desired.

CHARLES TOPPAN,
Agent
England. 40 Fulton St.. Boston.
For nale by Banker k Carpenter. Merrill k Brother,
S, J. Perkins k Co.. Portland, nnd ( has. F. Potter
for New

Augn«ti.

HOST OFFICE,
BOX 672.

*d4wr

Term* verv easy
reserve.
For information apply
to JOHN RANDAL!., on the pn'miw*. or at tb«
store of RANDALL A WOODBURY, on Cummer,
dal Street, itead Central Wharf.
dtf
June 21. 1*3.

XANHOOD-How Lost! Xow Restored!
Just

lor eitlier Home

Best of Ref-

For Saif.

SPIRITS TERPENTINE.

ers.

Vessel.

Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE. No. 8 Gray Street. It to la
good repair, and contains ten (hushed
room*.
If uot sold before the 16th of
August next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.. at Auction, without

Street.

from Pictou,
various ports

Portland. June 27. 1SH2.

a

THE

Freight*.

wanted to carry
Lingati, and Cow

je26tf

Wanted to PnrehaiKe.

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH,
ALLEN. Jr.,
Nos. 13 k 15

21*t.

School, and the best of irfereoeo
given. Please sent for a C ircular.
II. M. EATON & SON. Proprietors,
AMos H. EATON. Principal.
LLEWELLYN A LICE. Assistant,
.lane 36th. 1*«
d2w

This is
can be

A

C urrants, citron. 1‘runes. Figs, Dates.
Preserved (finger ami Chow (how, <>ua\a
Ac.
Also as flue aud well selected an assortJelly,
ment of goods as can be found in any Frail Stare
in the city.
WM
dtf

commence

Notice.

DRIED FRUIT, Ac.

By

RE AD FIELD, MX.

and after the first

aidos.

WM.

BOYS.

KENT’S HTT.T.,

LEMON SYRUP.
\ GALLS. Lemon Syrup,

by

SCHOOL,"

EATOV BOARDIXO

MONDAY, JULY

HALF BOXES huuirr* k Cajiaud
Saniine*. For sale very low,

For Sale

ad Hated fan,

Assortment of

as above, comprising as it d<*e*
nearly every
usually needed in tin* Furniture and Crockery
Departments. Iking one ot the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can hud almost any variety oi rich,
miiliuin and low-priced goods, suited to their differ-

/guUlr

1UU

Cillery,

General

attention of

OAAA

-4

Dealer In

purchaser* is invited to the largo
and desi.able stock of House-keeping bonus
THE
in store,

June

No*. 13 A 15

and

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

TOBACCO.

WM.

M. MAKSTON.
chas. l. McAllister,
Recruiting Oflem.

article

FIRE-W0RX8.
LARGE assortment of Fin*-Works,
Lauterns, American Hags, Ac.

1 AAA

ea-

market, for sale by

FIRE CRACKERS.

Selliug cheap, by

day of

SOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

Lemons.

Fruit in the

ALLEN. Jr..
Nos. 13 k 15 Exchange Street.

WM.

the

FURNITURE,

ORA BOXES No. 1 Gold Chop Fire Trackers,
4»)W 150,000Torpedoes, No. 1.
For sale by WM ALLEN. Jr..
Nos. 13 k 15 Exchange Street.

by

commoner oa

DEALER IE-

r NUT8!

OA/1 BOXES Messina Oranges,

For salt*

at

JOHN

ORANGES AND LEMONS.

WM.

Advaaoe

Parlor, Oliamber

QAA BAGS of Nuts, of every variety and of the
/CUU best quality.
For sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr..
Nos. 13 k 15 Exchange Street.

•*

month’s

SAni’EL ADLADI, Jr»

Ten*.

or

before.

Corps Armory,

LTJfCH k CO.

H ALF CIIK.STS Fin. Oolong Tea*.
do.
50 do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JollN LYNCH k
Je23—3m

150 do.

ever

old errr hall, Portland.

JeMtf

4) 'A

Thk Bent Lot

a

Recruiting Office

!Uolu**r* nnd Mugar.
it — A HMDS, Carden*. MolaaKfl,

NUTS

than

offered

Pay authorized by Congrats.

Ptifle

"1 KA BOXES Vermont Cheese—best dairies.
JLoU 25 Tubs Choice Vermont Rutter.
580 Rbls. Family Flour.
In store and to arrive.
For sale low by F. A. SMITH,
19 k 21 SILVER STREET.
d4w
Portland, June 23. lHti2.

2l«> do. Muncaiado d".
1U0 bnxe. II. B. Sanr,
For amlc by JOll.V
Jc23-Sm

are

Together with SI 00 Bonne, and

Beef Tongue*.
Cragiu k Co’s, for sale hr
()A
—\f
THOMAS SHAW.
June 23. 18112.
dlOd
155 Commercial Street.

ll/UU
By

d tec barged.

sooner

•100 BOUNTY AT TUE END OF THE WAR.
And 180 ACRES OF LAND,

DDLS.

A

Immediately.

company from

eod.tra

MERCHANDISE.

/5UU

a

CUMBERLAND COUNTY,
To

Better inducements

Photograph Business,

Daguerreotypes

FRAMES.

Looking Glaaaea.

A very choice collection of Fine
Engraving, and
Lithograph,, which we iball be happy to ibow to any
who may call.

of

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods,
And solicit
share

PROPOSALS

{ued

and

Pier and Oral Frame,, with French Mirror,;
GOt,
Ebony and Imitation Itomwnod Frame,, both Oral
and Square, for Engraving, and Photograph,, at law
price, and warranted uti, fee lory.

Store!

taken .tore, »•. 75 MI«Ule Direr I.
H4?B
(lox Block.) and respectfully invite public at-

Trowbridge Minstrels,

WOULD

Manufacturers of
GILT

CONSTANTLY ON

CBOSUAS & POOR,
tention to their

Frames, Engravings,

ORNAMENTAL
For Oil Painting,

and

TT State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNETO-ELEfTKIC MACHINES.
Je23-lmdaw

ISTew

COw

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.-^.J

KEROSENE OIL,- LARD OIL,
And all other articles
Paint Establishment.

dt/

K- 3. D. LARRABEE *

VARNISHES. PAINTS, OILS, Picture

Ol'

THE

%*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 28.1888.

Manufacturer,, Importer,, and Wholeaalc and Retail Healer, ia

ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fte.,

AND

KTights

GENTLEMEN'S Ft'RNI SUING GOODS.
To all of which attention Is especially invited.

FOREIGN

■

AT

Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin. Lin*
on, and C otton—many rare and unique atylea.
Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES.

1

THE

DOESKINS!

-„

GOODS,

APOTHECARIES' GLASS
LEECHES, SURGICAL

__

EXCUESION.

For Drew and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French And German, as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored.
Plain aud Fancy

miSI, FRENCH AM AMERICAN PERFIIIRY,

Fishing Tackle.

••

DKA1.uk IK

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES.

FIRE-W ORKS,

A.t

SEASONS !

In his new stock are
comprised Fancy Cloths tor
Spring Overcoats and Business Salts, Rich Black and

2wdis

name

BECKETT,

II*.

HAVE VSEH IT FOR THREE YEARS.

BY

I

^Merchant Tailor,

The French Conformeteur!!!

Spring.

by

miscellaneous.

NOTHING NEW!!

D aily Evening News.—We have received
Daily Evening News
published in Bangor by Bartlett * Burr, and

June 30.
The statement in the palters that Gen
King
declined to take command of Corps No. 1 of the
army of Virginia, is not correct. The whole
matter turned uikiu a question of policy,
upon
which the Secretary of War, Gen. Pope and Gen.
King were agreed, and the latter returned to his
first choice.
No applications of absence to Secretary of
War will receive attention. Adjutant General
Thomas is authorized to consider such applications.
Capt G. D. Buggies of the Adjutant Genl’s
; department, has been appointed ou Gen. Pope's
staff, with the rank of Colonel.

of the most noticeable features of the coming
4th of July celebration, will be the “Old Oak-

DRUGS & MEDICINES.

the first number of the

Washington,

is the conclusion of the Baltiof the recent affair before Rich-

the

ot

Hats and

AT HARRIS’

near

Washington Items.

Philadelphia, June 30.

|1
■«*1^
Tor

certain that Mr. B's entertainments are not
“so bad to take” as the sulphurous water

Nichas,

RICHMOND ON FIRE.

to be

near

SOMETHING NEW!

its usual share of attention tills season, and Beals’ Hotel, under the
direction of Mr. K. Byrnes, is probably quite
as attractive as the
.Spring itself. It is quite

seems

MISCELLANEOUS.

one

Toots.—The Topus Spring

Government Arrests.

Landing

|

day’s production of a
manufactory in this city, when at its fullest
capacity, will amount to $340.00 a day, or
$124,100.00 per annum.

adjudication-

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

PARTICULARS

Cy The Price Current of this city says
that, under the new Tax Dill jest passed, the

jnncztwlm

published,

in

a

sealed

Envelope.

ruic-R six caxTS.

A LEt TV RE « IN THE N ATI RE, TREATMENT
.I AND RADICAL CV KK of Sneruiaiorrhosa or
Seminal Weakness. Involuntary Emission*. Sexual
lability, and Impedimenta to Marriage generally.
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilep" and fits. Mental and Physical Incapacity. resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac —By RoB'r J. t'TLVEBWELL M. D
Author of the tfUCKx H«k>k. Ac.,
Bssa la Tkoasaads sf 9aEtreraH
seal, in a plain envelope, to any address*
on receipt of six cents, or two postage
staiu|M. by Dr. Cfl. J.C. KLINE, 137 Brnnutt, Nxwr
VnsK. Post Office. Box-. IBM,
June 2?J.
totand&w
‘•A

aent under
rosTPAiu,

■
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_POETRY._

THE MARKETS.

I do not Like to Hear Him Pray*

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

I do not like to hear him pray,
Who loans at twenty-live percent.,
For that I think the borrower may
Be
to nay for food and rent;
And in that boolc we all should heed,
Which savs the lender shall te blest;
As tore as t have eye* to read.
It does not say, “take interest.”

pressed

I do not like to hear him pray,
On bended knees altout an hoar,
For grace to spend aright the day,
Who knows his neighbor has no flour;
I’d rather see him go to mill
And buy his luckless brother bread,
And see his children eat their Hll,
And laugh beneath their humble shed.

I do not like to hear him pray,
“Let blessings on tlie widow- lie!”
Who never seeks her home to say,

“If want o’ertake you come to me!”
I hale the prayers so loud and long,
That's uttered for the “orphan’s weal”
By him who sees him crashed by wrung,
And only with the lips doth feel.
I do

like to hear him pray,
With face so long as any rail,
Who never means his debts to pay;
Because he can’t be put in jail;
For caution asks the w ritten bond,
But friendship trusts the world alone,
And he’s a knave where’er he's found,
Who never comes the debt to own.
not

I do not like to hear her
pray,
With jeweled ears and silken dress.
Whose washer-woman toils all day.

And then is asked to “work for Jess.”
Such
shavers I despise;
With folded hands ami air demnre.
lift to heaven their “angel” eyes,
Then steal the earnings of the poor!

pious

They

I do not like such soulless prayers;
If wrong, I hope to be
No angel’s wings them upward hear—
They’re lost a million miles from lleav’n.
I do not like long prayers to hear,
And, studied, from the lips depart—
Our Father lieuds a ready ear—
Let words be few—he 'hears the heart-

forgften;

_MISCELLANY._
Signs and Symptoms Matrimonial.
When a man is exceedingly willing to give
his wile money to go down town shopping—
when he is porteutiously officious in helping
her off, and declares that he don’t think it is
going to rain, even when the pavements are
sprinkled with the wrathful drop-, we don't believe in him—we are morally convinced that
he lias got some piece of private mischief on
hand. When you come home you w ill lie certain to find your pet pair of scissors broken,
your little tack hammer dislocated, and the
floor covered with pine shavings and crooked
nails. Some atrocious shelf erected to hold
his slippers and ink-bottle, where your rocking
chair was won't to nestle, or some rheumatic
‘‘stand,'’ poised on three rickettv legs, and entirely independent of the fourth, to which he
calls your attention as a pretty ornament for
your parlors, prolwhly account for his amiahle
anxiety. When a man declares that he likes
carpentering, keep the hammer and nails locked
up, as you value your peace of mind—a carpentering hushaud is worse t han an epileptic one!
When your husband calls for a needle and
thread “just to put a stitch Into the collars of
his new shirts," don’t humor him. Offer to
make ail the necessary repairs yourself, but
don't trust him with the work-basket,any sooner than you would trust
your baby with a Conleopard. A man's ingenuity at altering
perfectly indescribable—no human creature
can ever after get into a shirt on which a man
has been trying his needle-hand.
He will
prick his fingers, fracture your thimble, chew
ruin
the
and
material,
wax,
up your
finally—
ungrateful mortal—show the transmogrified
garments to his bachelor friends, as a specimen
of your needlework, and assert under your
very eyes and nose that you never yet made his
shirts to lit!
When he says the coffee is “excellent, my
love !" prepare yourself for something thriller.
He is probably paving the way for the appalling announcement that he means to go on a
yachting excursion to-iuorrow with .Tones and
Jackson. When he says that you look "younger than ever with your hair
arranged in that
way," he only intends to coax you to postpone

r

house-cleaning indefinitely.
When he says, incidentally, that he wonders
you don't keep pels, like other ladies—that lie

should think, for instance, you would like a
pretty little dog. you may l»e sure that he has
got some ill-couditioncd eur, domesticated at
his office, who lias scratched up the carpet,
and tom up the newspapers, and flown at every one who comes in. until it can't be tolerated
any longer.
When he comes home with the toothache,
make up your mind to Is? meeker than Moses,
and more patient titan Job. He ready to wait
on him uncomplainingly, and if
you take the
whiskers off his face with mustard piasters,
and the skin off his throat with lioiling sage
tea, so much the iletter. A man with the
toothache is only to he subdued by desperate
measures!
When lie brings home a new flute, and a
box of "prime Havanas," and a writing-desk,
and a gay silk dressing-gown, you may expect
a dissertation on “liard timps.”
He has probably lent a hundred dollars to some wretch,
who will flood the house with second-hand
meerschaums and Colt’s revolvers for three
months to come, by way of payment!
When he exhibits a disagreeable inclination
to get into the kitchen, and imagines that he
can boil |x>tatocs and fry ham "as well as
any
petticoat of’em ail." set the kettle of hot water
so that it will chance, to
tip over on his legs,
and contrive the ash-pans so that he may accidentally stumbie over their gray treason*- once
in a while. If tnis don’t cure him, he must be
made of abestos I
When he examines the pockets of his vest before he hangs it up, it is more titan prolutble that
there is a surreptitious cigar bill, or a letter
from somebody about some old debt that he
don’t mean you shall know anything of, concealed on the premises. Don’t say a word, hut
keep on the yui title, and if vou don’t make
some discovery or other, it will be
very singular.
The (act is, that there never was a man so
deep but that a woman was more than his
match. Since the days of Mrs. Isaac. Samson
and Delilah, the ladies have held their own.—
There's no kind of necessity for matrimonial
collusions. Keep the wires oiled and well out
of sight—dont la1 blinded by
hypocritical amiability and maneuvers. When your domestic
ostriches run and hide their heads in the sand,
pretend they an* entirely beyond your ken.—
Watch the signs and symptoms and yon won’t
fail to weather the storms.—|Mrs, Geo. Wash-

ington Wyllis.

Rebel Text.—The Nashville Union
publishes the following “Religious
Notice, the
“point” of which our readers will not fail to

likewise!”—|Hallowell Gazette.

Expressly
Aiikfs*
Ashes

Pearl p bbl.
Ashe*, Pot.

Apple*.

Apple*,

in an hour, tlian prudence, deliberation,
foresight, can build up in a hundred years.

more

and

“Annie.” asked

an ardent swain of a
pretty
“do you love your mother?”
“O. indeed I do!' was tile answer.
“Well, then, will you give me a kiss lor her
sake ?” the lover asked.
“No, John, I can't do that; but you may kiss
me for your mother’s sake.”
And the young
man did.

girl,

There is no funeral so sad to follow as the
funeral of our own youth, which we have been
pampering with fond desires, ambitious hopes,
nnd Jill the bright berries that hang in
poisonous clusters over the prime of life.

In good society, we arc required to do ol>liging things to one another; in genteel society
we are

required only

to say them.

@

6J
6

6(®

tireen
Sliced

Batter.

16 ®
12 ®

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.
Beans, Marrow p bu*h.
Beans, Pea.
Beaus, Blue Pod.

11
86

Cordage.

Cordage,

Cordage,
Cordage,

lloltrope,
do.

American.
Russia.
Manilla.
Russia.
Manilla.

Cease ■•—per bbl.
Draft* and Dye*.

11]

®
®

00

8]®

Cheese, New.

Coal, Lehigh.•.
Coal, Franklin.
Cade.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffin*, Mocha.

14

2 76 v® 8 00

Caudles. Mould P tb.
Candles, Sperm.
Cbeeae.
Cheere, Vermont p lb.
Can I—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteash.

17

2 60 ® 2 76
80ft ® 3 25

Candles.

9]

8 I®

8 25 ®
6 60 ®
6 5ft ®
6 60 ®

9
8
0
0
0

5ft
00
00
00

0 26
00

® 26]
<® 21
20 ® 21
none.

10]®

11

14 ®

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.

Indigo, Mauilla, fine.
Madder,.

1

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Camphene.
Salt|K*tre.

1

Vitriol.

Dfrwaadm
Barwood.
Braril Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.
Savan villa.

Hypernlc.
< ainpeacliy.
Logw’ood,
"
St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood..

®

00
00
41
21
02
06
Oft

11 ®

12

4j.®

02

lj®

Nic
Wood.
**
Peach

1]

8] ®

M

Red
Sapan

5]

1J®

03
02

**

quercitron

4]
3]

®

Oft

®

2]®

Bark.
Red Sander*.

03

2]

06

;®

I>uck.

Duck, Raven*.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

23
48 SJ
34 a>
47 g
33 *
28 *

No. 10.
Navy, Superior, No. 3.
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 oz.
"
**
*'
12 oz.
*•

••

Feathrra.
Feathers, Live Geese f> !b.
Feathers, Russia.

35 g

00
00
00
00
00
00

60 iSj
25 g,

56
45

Fiah.

Fish, Cod large |> quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake.
Herring, Pickled, \* bbl.

Shore...
Labrador.
ScaUd p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bay No. 1
liav No. 2.
Bay No. 8.
Shore No. 1.
2
'•

3
2
2
1

25 g 3 75
25 « 2 75
00 * 2 50
25 « 1 75

100*125
2 75 (3> 3 00
8 66 « 4 26
20 *
22
12 *
16
8 75 *9 00
6 75 * 7 00
none

8 75 * 9 00
6 76 * 7 00
none

Fruit.
Almonds—.Iordan p !b

Soft Shell.
Shelled.
Currants.
Citron.
Wll. Pea Nuts.

Figs,

13
25 aj
00 *
32 n
2 26 * 2

common.

16
30
12
35
50

none

Eleme.
1^'mous, bx.
Oranges.
Raisins—
Blue, cask...

16 *
20
6 60 g 6 Oil
4 00 * 4 50

Black.
Bunch, box.

8 00 {a 10 00
3 20 a 3 40
3 60 * 3 62
07 *
09

Layer.

Dates.

Pram's..
Flaur —Portland inspection.
Flour. Su|*erfiue.
Flour, Faucy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra’Superior.
Western

extras.

fancy.
superior.

Oliio extra.

family.
superior..
fancy.

Canada

extra.
double extra.

Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour 4> th.
Corn Meal.

8J*
60
87
26
50
12
00
50
50
60
00
76
75
87
fin
4 00
02
8 60
4
4
5
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6

104

(5; 4 75
5
5
6
7
6
4
6
6
6
5
6
6
7
4

a

*
a

*
*
a
o

*
*
«

<*>

37
75
25
874
76
75
00
20
no

or>
25
00
*
25
*
n
21
* 3 76
«

*

Grain.

Rye

..

ttats.
South Yellow Corn

Corn, Mixed.

Barley.

Shorts
ton.
Fine Feed.

Grindutanea.
Grindstones, Rough, p ton.
Griudstones, Dressed.‘..

Gunpowder.
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.

85 ^
88
47 n
60
48 *
60
58 *
62
GO 0
62
17 On yi 19 00
22 00 *24 00

17 00 'o20 00
30 00 *35 00
4 10 (S> 4 p
3 50 * 7 25

flay.

Hay p net ton, Screwed.
Hay, Loose.

Hide* a ad Skina.
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

I>ry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hapa.

12 00
13 00

6
* 10
1 fin « 1 70
1 16 a 1 26
90 (* 1 00
76 *
90
40 *
70
16

Iran.
Common.
Refined Iron.
Swede.

spring.
Shift Iron, English.
Shift Iron, Russia.
Sheet Iron, Russia, im’t.
fjnrd.

5]*

llj.ajj
ptaj

Hid. wta.

Calf Skins...
Slaughter Wax Leather.

Foreign

Sheet and

lipe.

Hi

8;$)

9

19 ^
21 ,o)
2"
24 $>
t>,
15 a

21
24
24
25
70
15

«j

heavy.
slaughter...

Fig, p 100 lb.

1«4
12j

16 *

Kcga. t> It).
Ijcather,
New York, light.
"
American

7
5j

tijqi

lu...

I(ra4i
American

00
00
54
06
17
124
15

05 *
61*
16 a
11 a
14 a

English

"

17

8]a>

Cast Steel.
tierman Steel.
Blis. Steel.

"

@

2*«$

Norway.

imiM-i,

*16 00

5
09

Sort, 1861.

First

13 60

h

7 75 @ 8 00

7 75
9 0U

8 00
9 25

«

Lumber—From the yard.
t lear Fine—Ko. 1.838 no $00 00
No. 2.. 34 00 noO 00
No. 8. 24
$00 00
N»- 4.

Spruce.
Hemlock.
ltox Shooks, (cash).
S extra.
Chipboards,
••
F

Shingle*, Cedar, extra.
No. 1.
extra

••

pine.

l-aths, Spruce.
Fine.
lied Oak Staves.
Mol. lihd Shooks & Heads, city
"...
Sug
"
<1°
country
Creep sawed, without heading,....
••

Hi""..

Hackinctack Timber, \9 tun.
■dinar.
Lime, Hock land, cask.
Mnlnaara.
Molasses, ('icnftigns.
Molatwi, Cuba clayed.
.Molasses,
tart.
Molasses,
Muscovada.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup
hints

14 011
12 no
loot
8 00
47
13 On
80 00
2 50
2 00
2 So
1 15
1 87
20 00
2 lo
2 1*1
1 40
1 (Hi
1 10
20 00
8 00
66

••

«14
,112

<$10
,,

15
(O 32
a 8
(c 2
«, 3
o 1
o
1
«

$36
2
2

a
(i

on
00
00
00
50
l«)
00
00
25
75
20
02
00
124

12}

iiy 1 66

1 05
i«< 1 16
« 22 00
«J0 00
<1

@

70

28 3)
o«>

33
24
2$
30

22A«
27 (g

18]

Mails*
<

(i(X)

8 26

bids 21

(«

3 CO

Mai nl Sturm.
'1

Pitch.
Ho*iu.
Turpentine
gal.

10
6
8
1

no (U 12 00
On u 7 00
00 n 0 00
66 (a 1 70

Oakum.

Oakum, American.
Oil.
I’ortland Kerosene llluniinat’g Oil
Machine.
Clarine.
Sperm Wiuter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
(l
Summer.
(■rand Bank and Bay C'lialeur_
Shore

Linseed.
Boiled,.
Lard Oil.

7j
30
75
33
1 00
5!*
67
17 oo
16 00
82
87

«

0 33

% 1 05
u.

vo,

ta
6:1

18 oo
a 17 00
</.
00
8»
^
«

76 &

25
25
25
25

1 45
6 Oo

cl

g

00 (SI4 76
60 a 13 00
00 a 14 60
50 gift 00
00 a 14 5*)
00 « 13 50
14 50 rrl6 00
11 00 oil 60
7

6\n}
7 g

7J

6

74

@
121 g

12} g

2}g

12* g
7 g
12 g
9 (g

4
6 60

tv

g

80

Attorney
Prompt

attention

Luther Billings, Kstj., Bridgton.

SIGN AND FANCY
PORTLASD,

35

of every

description

J»“e23

38

@

12tS
g

8lgn«

Lins«*cd.

niLLUn CAPEK,

SIGN

PAINTER,

DOLE. A

42
23
is
18
00
80
18
15

to
to

17}
17] g

00
75 a,
16
14 gj

w

<§

1

2 00
73
8
3 00 ft 3 25
2 50 a 0 00
3 00 ^325

and Families supplied with Medicines and
bonk*, t aws renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 1862,
eod6m

tb"se wer** confirm.-d Fistula. Hundreds of letters
and certificates an* now in the proprietor’s
possession,
which can be seen on
application. Send for Circular.
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLE. Chemist, 71
Prince street, Boston.
Sold everywhere.
Certificates with each bottle.

MOODT.

;i4t Middle Street,

SCALES.

Peril..d. Me.

Portland. June 23, 18*J2.

7}

tf

none

8 Mg
9

J. CROSS,

91

141 Middle Street,

10}

g

10

101 g

101

lOj

815)

9
6

Me.

x B.—All work tiring promptly and
pervonxlly attended to, i* warrautod to give thorough aatufAction.
f

jo2.lt

C. D. BROWN,
75 @1
75
1
45 ft
45 ®

6’* and 10’* common.
half pda. best brand*.
half (Ml*, metliuni good.

half (mJ*. common.
Natural Leaf, ikI*.
Fancy, in Foil.
Tin.
Itanca, cash.

00
00
65
60

43 to)
38 ni.
33 a,
46 to
41 a
33 :tt)
43 «
78 & 1

48
41
36
61
43
88
63
00

38

00
351

rS)

34}to

9 75 to 10 00
H 60 a 12 00
7 75 ft 8 00
31
40
23
26

**

Baking.

33
00
31
00

@

to

ri
to

14
Vnraisb.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varuish.
Daruar Varnish.

Wood.
Hard, retail.
"
Soft,
Wool.
Domestic..
Felts.
Zine.
Pig* and slab*.
8heet M<***lmann.
Sheathing.
Eiehnaie.
On Lonoou—00 days.
Pari*.’..
Amsterdam.
Bremen, rix dollar.
New York—at sight.

14}

SnccesAor to

Commission

60
1 00

Portland,

5}

8}.aj

16}to

6
40

to

LYNCH,

JOHN

PKLKO It A UK

ad val.

GRAIN—Corn and Oat* 10c; Eve and Barley 16c;
and Wheat 20c tier hush.
From Br. Provinces* free.
G KIN 1>ST< >N ES.—Rough—V ree.
GUNPOWDER.—30 p ceut. ad val, per cask of 25
lbs.
HIDES k
HOPS.—10

SKINS.—10 p cent, ad val.
P cent.
IRON —Pig and Scrap, 36; Bar, rolled or hammered, 316; Railroad 312; Boiler 320 p ton; Sheet
925 p ton
LEATHER-30 p cent.
LEAD.—I*ig ljc p lb
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
Molasses.—6c
gai.
NAILS.—Cut lc. Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10cents p gal.
OAK CM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of Foreign Fisheries; Neat afoot. Linseed, Hemps***! and
Ra|M-*eed. 20 per cent; Olive iu casks. Palm, Seal, and
Cocoauut 10, Olive Salad 30 per ceut. ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead, 2 l-2c per lb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
2 l-2c p lb ; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dry, 20; iu oil, 30 p Cent, ad \al—Yellow and other
Ochres, 35c per 100 lbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, iu oil,
91 35; Whiting 25c p 100 lbs.
PLASTER.—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc— Lard, Bacon
and Ham* 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c p lb.
RICE.—lc p lb
SALT.—In bulk 12c. and iu bags 18c p 100 lbs.
cent.

SOAP.—30 p cent.
SPICES.—(linger Root, 8c; (.round Ginger, 5c.—
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Clove*, 8c; Cassia, 10c.—
Ca**ia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nutmegs, 25c p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p buR; Canary, 10 p cent.
Other kinds free.

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Meiado and Concentrated Molasses, 24c p lt»; above
No. 12, not refined, 3c; refined, 6c p fb; when tinctured or colored, 8c.
TEAS.—2no p !h
TollAC< O.—Leaves unmanufactured,
kinds 30 p cent, ad val.

25; all other

TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates, 10 P cent, ad val.
T\\ INK.—30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p tb and under, 6 p cent;
under 24c 4> lb, 8c; over 24c p lb, t>c p lb.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc; in sheets, ljc p lb.— I
Manufacturers of, 30 p cent, ad val.
!

THOB. LYNCH.

PORTLAND.
in the

only Room where either of the Burninterested in the City, J. U. V. Burnhaving sold his Room and gone to New York,

hams
THIS
895

any other establishment in the

of

are

Broadway.

SIGN OF THE BIG

selected with the greatest care from the best ForAmerican House*, and embrace* every article needed for public offices. Counting House* and
private use*, and at Unrest prim.

ROOM

R.

and

HACK MET AC KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS, ard a general variety
of Ship Stock.
of Oak Timber and Plank

Cargoes

der.
92 State

WHOLEHAlr

Excnairox Stbext.

DEALER

IX

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,
BOSTON.
DRACHHT A IF. AX/)

Back Pay, Ac„
servic^in the present war, obtained

BRADFORD A HARMON,
No. 88 Exchamok

or-

AM) MINERAL WATER.
Howard Atii.rxki-k Bfildixo, Howard St.,

for Soldiers
ami Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United States Government, on application in person or
by letter to

FOR

tarnished to

St., Boston. Wharf 150 Border St., E. Boston.

FAIRBANKS A BEARD,

HALL L. DAVIS,

St., Portland, Maims.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington,'we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against .the Government with
prompt new and despatch, and on wry reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K. HARMON.
Portland, June Shth.
d&wtf.

Invalids !

CLEMS’

Wash for the

R

skin; removing Tun. Sunburn, Freckle*. Red*
Ronghnew of the skin, Ac curing Chapped
Hand,, and allaying the irritation eauned by the bitea

of the

and

neaa

Mo*qnitoe«, and other annoying insect*. Preparby Joseph Burnett k Co., Boston, and Ibr sale by

of
ed

dealer,.

all

PR EM ATI'RE LOSS

OF THE HAIR,

now-a-days.

may be entirely
use of Bub sett’* Cocoaiitb.
It
has been used in thousands of cases where the hair
was coming out in handfulls, and has never foiled to

SUMMER

CURE

—AMD—

arrest its

Cough Pills,

ous

so common

active, healthy condition,

dressing

glossy

NEW
CORNER

OP

A

for several

PAINT

TORE.

W ATER

CONGRESS ST.,

AND

BOSTON.

in L’nion

Ag’t,

Corn, Flour and Grain,
MERRILL'S WHARF,

Tightness
or a long

Aud Painter*’ Supplies

JcSBtf

Generally,

Ever brought iuto the city,

N. I. MITCHELL'S,

Dry Goods,
always be fouud at

can

127 MIDDLE ST.

■

Wo have in store the most extensive stock of

a

trilling

CLOTHS,

at the lowest cash

a

prices,

to be sold at

MIXTURES,

price* that

SATINETS,

Pants, and in this

or

DOESKINS,
fce.. *c„
line

will

wc

sell

can’t be beat.

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas,
Constantly

on

hand, and made

OUR STOCK OF

to

order.

PRINTSj

BLEACHED OR BHOWN COTTONS,
Lj LILTS, linens.
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

Every Variety of Houae-Keeping Goods,
unsurpassed, and one can always find auy article
line, at about wholesale prices.

in this

We have

a

large assortment

PARASOLS,

of

SFX-UMBRELLAS,

SKIRTS, HANDKERCHIEFS, BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES, LINEN BOSOMS,
GLOVES, HOSIERY,
an

endless

variety

of of Small Article**

pertain-

ing to our business, all of which will be sold cheap
for cash, at

1ST. I.

MitohelfL’B,

127 MIDDLE STREET,je23eoddfc wtf

MUZZEY ROW.

FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATION.
A Varied Assortment of Fire-Works for the

Fourth of

July,

Just received from Hovev k Sanderson’s “Etna Laboratories,” at

w.

f.

mil’s

Jewelry, Toy and Fancy Goods Store,
EXCHANGE KTKF.I.T,
d&

w'MnftMpjnU

iRl LAND.

too well known to require more than a bare allusion
to them, is one of the most insidious. and there fere
dangerous, of all the loug catalogue of human ills.
It sap* the very springs of Lift*,
rapidly undermine#
the constitution, and sinks the
unhappy victim into
imt«ecility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of the Specific Pill are sufficient to effect a
permanent cure in the most aggravated eases, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Kiomiw

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
**
We believe it to be. in the treatment of Spermatorrhoea as near a Specific as any medicine can be.’*
—B. Keith, M. D
American Journal qf Medical
Science.
—

I have found them all that could be desired. Their
effect has been truly *> outerful
I used them in a
ca** of Spermatorrhoea of
loug standing which has
been under treatment for years. I think threw boxes
wil complete the cure.*’—E. I*. Dickee, M. D.
fff'This Is not a Homeopathic remedy, nor is there
any mercury or other deleterious ingredient combined with it.
Price—91 per box. Six boxes for 96, by Mail preand at
paid. For sale bv all respectable
the Sole General Depot in the L'nited Stales, by
"

WINCHESTER, 38 Joh» St., N. T,
wholesale by W. F. PHILLIPS,
J.

Sold at
june23dftw4w

them."

Belpamt. Maikk.

BUY ME AND XXL DO YOU GOOD T
Health and Strength Sec a red,

Dyspepsia.

KEEPERS.

MACH INK CUT FIUES.

torpid
Spring

..

THE WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Art* now
ready to supply every descriptionto of their
Machine Cut
ers

in

Files, warranted superior

all oth-

use.

NO. 34

by

GEO a GOODWIN * CO., Bo®to*.

(Corner of Central,)
FAMILY

Fie it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives qf the l’hi ted States of America im Congress
assembled. Thar the Secretary of War bo authorized
to add to the medical department of the army medical storekeeper*, not exceeding six in number, w ho
shall have the }>ay and emoluments of military storekeepers in the uuartermaster’s department, who shall
be skilled apothecaries or druggists, who shall give
the bond aud security
by existing laws for
in toe quartermasters departmilitary
ment. and who shall be stationed at such points as
the necessities of the army may require: Provided,
That the provisions of this act shall remain in force
only during the continuance of the preseut rebellion.
Approved, May %), 1S»2.

The following

STREET,

KILBY

of persons desirous of

As Act to authorize the appointment of medical
storekeeper* and chaplains of hospitals.

MOURNING

30 Winter .street.

Boston.

Boston,

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,
—AND—

MILLINERY EXCLUSIVELY.
S. 8. Williams.

JAM E S

A

P O I* K,
HEAD Qt'ARTERS.
A UJ IT AST (iKXKRAL'R OrrtCB,
Augusta. June 90th,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

WHITE

OAK

AND HACKMETACK SHIP TIMBER,
White Pine Timber for Wharves. Bridges and Factories.

Also Southern line

Floorings

on

hand and

worked to order.
92 State Street,
Timber Docks

comer

(up stairs.)

of E and

First Sts..

Boston.

Secretary
accordingly.
storekeeper

THO&fAS,

june2M3t

STATE OF MAINE.

GOODS,

are

1. A board of not less than three medical officers
will be assembled by the Secretary of War to examine such applicants as may, by him, be authorized to
amtear before it.
2. Candidates, to be eligible to examination, shall
be not less than twenty-five years or more than forty
years of age; shall possess sufficient physical ability
to perform their duties satisfactorily ; and shall present with their applications satisfactory evidence of
good moral character.
3. Candidates will be required to pass a satisfactory
examination in the ordinary branches of a good Knglish education, iu pharmao aud materia medica; aud
to gin* proof that tbev possess the requisite busings
qualifications for the position.
4. The board w ill report to the
of War
the relative merit of the candidate* examined, and
will
receive
they
uppoiutineut*
5. When appointed, each medical
will
be required to give a bond in the amount of 940,000
before lie shall be allowed to cuter on the performance of his duties.
By order of the Secretary of War:
L.
Adjutant General.
A Board of M'dicul Officers for the examination
of applicants will be convened iu the city of Washington on the first day of July, to contiutie in session
one month.
Applications to appear before the Board should be
addressed to the Si*cretary of War.
Surgeon General> Office, June 5, ISOS.

Judldim

Established for the Sale of

required

the regulation* which will
govern the appointment of medical storekeepers under the first section of the foregoing act of Congress:
II.

SIMMER MEDICINE,

Langley’s

The effect of this medicine is most wonderfhl—R
acts
upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the iuternal organs,
stimulating
them into healthy action, reuovating the fountains of
life,
the blood, cleansing it from all hnmore
aud cauoing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health aud usefuft.em.
Thev cure and eradicate from the system, Liver < on»plaint, that main wheel of no many diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Hillious lb-eases and
foul stomach.
Costiveues*. all kinds of Huwoo, Indigestion* Headache, Diuineas, Pile®, II. artbur
Weakne-**. Pains in the side and bowels, F *tuLoss of appetite, and a
leiu
or diseased tJver. a di.-ordered Stomach or t*ad blood, to whied ail
are no ® or less snbject in
ami Summer
M re tliau XMM>
persons have been cured bv thia
medicine. It is highly recommended by IMivoiciaus
ev®i v where.
Try it and vou will never regTet it
Sold
all dealers in M«*dicine everywhere it only
25 and 38 cent- per bottle. Orders addressed to

OFFICE AND SALESROOM:

published for the information
applying for such a position:

Portland, Mb.

purifying

always

The following extract of an act of Congress in relation to the appointment of Medical Storekeepers is

storekeeper*

-AND-

And

isw6mnol

remedy for

eradicating disease.

G. C. Goodwin it Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. H. H. Hav, Portland, and B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine,

MEDIC AL STORE

large lot of

CASS IMF. RES.

Either for Coat

Is

never

It

anvance.

We have also

at

and

tiikir works yk shall kmow

"rinru

directly

tarsold by Druggists and Merchants generally.
HOWES fc COM Proprietor*,

purchased

Just

By

a

Spermatorrhea. or Seminal Weakness, and General
Irritability in either Sex.
This malady, the terrible consequences of which are

Dock, Prickley Ash, Thoroughwort. Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Itandelion, Ac., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature ia

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
Barks, and contains not a
Druo of any sort.
does harm.

mmignigii

BOOT ABB HEBB BITTERS.
of Kanwpvilla. Wild ( boirr. Yellow
fYOMIltSEI)
V

decoction of Roots and
or

bottle*. SI—Six
Bottle*. 91—Three
rmpeetable

Sold by nil

and at the Sole General bepot in the UniState*, by
J. WINCHESTER, 96 Joua Stbxxt, N. T.

Dr.

Wheezing in the Chest,
standing Hack, the best

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

Opium

Drugiri.t*.

ounce
ounce

BY THE TSB OF THE

That as an expoctorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of

particle of
docs good,

FAIR TRIAL IS A CERTAIN CURE I

GREAT SPRING AND

AND VARIED

Assortment of

A

tCPBCBi—h aorcB
Bottlea for W. In aiateen
for *6.
Circular* grsti*.

Sta-

cases

THE BEST, MOST EXTENSIVE

•WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION.'*

ple Drug*, Sponge*, Gan*,

HOWE’S COUGH PILLS.

Parti.ad. Me.

or

Ia the only reliable form of Hvpnpaneparrxn.
made
after the original Formula of Dr. C hurchill
emi«ttvtaa poa ano Una no oTHca!

M

—AUD—

side,

cm

Bronchitis. Nervow

Fro*! rut ion. (isnml Debility,
Dyspepsia, s4cn>ftila. Marasmus, Loss of Appetite. Neuralgia,
Female ( omplaints. and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedy lias obtained a great reputation for
most Extraordinary ('crkm in all Staofc of
Consumption
It is recommended hr many thonuand Physician* in the United States and
uiropo—
having been used with results unparallelled in the annals of medicine.
The //tpopkntpkite$ have a two-fold and
specific
■rtion; on the one hand Inerearind the principle
which ( niiTiTCTB N kkvoL’i) EnuaiiT, end on the
other, bring the JlofT Powkrpul Blood GaniRATmu Aorrn Known.
In cane* of Xerrou* Debility
or Poatrution of the Vital
power*, from any cmaae.
the Remedy haa no aaperior.

Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

PAINTS OILS, VARNISHES.

as

or

Chronic

in

er

HOWES' COUGH PILLS.
That for a
Pains in the
remedy is

for the PREVENTION AND

Druggists,

Ashael W heeler,
Formerly

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally

DEALERS IN-

a healthy and vigortime unrivalled as a

as

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is elft-cted by the use of

affords relief

for the hair.

same

dealers.

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

promote

tingle application will rendays. Prepared by
Joseph Burnett k Vo., Boston, and for sale by all

CLEM'8 SUMMER CURE.

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je23dtf

aud to

It is at the

der it soft and

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhoea or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compared with

YORK

decay,

growth.

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels'in an

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Sugar Refinery,

nr Order* by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. H. M. Mathson, as above.

ted

PORTER.

BURNETT* KALL1MTON,
Complexion hax ao equal. It ia
distinguiahed for it, cooling and noothiag properties,
and is admirably adapted to all unnatural condition*
As

Which is

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

PORTLAND, ME.

CtMEMrclal Strnl,-

SKIP TIMBER AND PLAKK

to-

gether with a hill stock of Satins, mediants and common pajiers—the largest stock to be round in this
market, at lowest market prices School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

DIARRIKEA OR DYSENTERY

C*rnrr of Pearl and Federal Si*..

HEAD OF

WARntoram, 118

Scale

by

FAIRBANKS ft BROWN.

ail

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact has been established, that for the cure of

Is prepared to receive order* for

jc23tf

THIEVES.
Sold at Fa RaAxx'a
Milk Strkei Bostox,

PAPERS

By

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Work

Money Drawer.

PROTECTION AGAINST

DKA1KII IX

THOMPSON,

Marble Chimney Piece*, Monumental
Grindstone*.

CERTAIN

HENRY JONES,

variety, quality and price, embracing
style* of gold paper* manufactured,

Of every
the various

Howes’

Work.

larly

bouton.

Is

dim

N/X arble

fW^BRWARK OF IMITATIONS! Nriegenuine
and warranted unless purchased directly <f I)r. M.
at hia R KM ED! A L INSTITUTE FOR »PE< 1AL
DISEASE, No. 28 Union Street. Providence, R. I.
SyThi* speciality embrace* ail disease* of a private nature faith of MEN and WOMEN,
by a regueducated physician of twenty year*' practice,
gh ing hia whole attention to them
If* onaultationa by letter or otherwiae are strictly
confidential, and medicine* will be aent by Kxpreas.
secure from obaervation. to all
part* of the United
Statea. Alan, accommodation* for LADIES from
abroad wishing for a aecare and quiet Retreat, with
good care until reatored to health.
CAUTION.—It baa been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollar* are naid to
swindling
quark* annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Moat of this sum cornea
out of a class of persona who are the least able to lose
it, bat once paid they can never get it back, and they
are compelled to *u#er the wrong in silence, not daring to
the cheat for fear of
exposing themselves. expose
All this come* from trusting, without
inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute or honor,
character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own folae and extravagant assertions, in
praise of
themselves.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man’* word, no matter what his
professions are. but MAKE INQUIRY;—it will cost
yon nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
advertising physician*, in nine cases out often are
(""jus. there is no safetv in trusting any if them, unlessran know who and what thev are.
CW"Dr. M. will send free, bv enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF
WOMEN,
and on Prirate Diseases generallv ; giving most foil
Information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or m«‘dicine of this kind is
deserving of aiy confi-

Portland by Emf.rt A Watkrivduuk.

Sold in

prevented by the

T. R. BURNHAM.

edies of the kind have foiled to cure; also that it ia
warranted aa represented in every respect, or the
price will be refouded.

118 Milk Strkmt,
(Thorndike Building.) Corner of Battorymarch St.,

White's Patent Alarm

eign and

FLAG.

June 23.

It Is put up In bottles of throe dif-

wrent strength* with foil di nations
using. and sent by express, closely sealed, to all
of
the
part*
country.
Prick*.—Full strength, flO. Half Strength, 96;
Quarter Strength, 93 per bottle.
trRemember! This medicine ia designed expn-Mly for Obstinate Capm*. which all other remfor

A COMPLETE VARIETY:
Hay, Coal, Railroad. Platform, Counter, Druggist’s, and Butcher’s Scales; Beams, Weights, Ac.,
for sale at oar Warehouse,

A

Courage

MIDDLE STREET,

90

experience

'ease.

Cor.suinptlon, Asthma,

STATIONERY

REMEMBER THE St'MRER.

Sulphate

FRUIT.—Lemon*. Oranges. Bananas and Plantains 20 p cent, ud val.—Almonds 4c. and shelled do,
6c per !t>—Nuts and Dates, 2c p lb—Currants, Figs,
Plums, Prunes and Raisins, 6c p lb—Citron 3> V

KH,

90 MIDDLE SRREET,

Junijier

FISH.—Per 100 lb foreign caught; Herring 31;
Mackerel 92; Salmon 33; and all other
pickled in
brls. 91 60 p brl.—otherwise 60c per 100 lbs. From
Provinces free.

be found in

Unr stock

Portland June 23. 1362.

Photographic A.rtist,

lb.

val.—flydriodate

enabled to offer to the trade and
bnrqaing in quality and price*,

53

T. R. BURNHAM,

RATES OF DUTIES.

and all others used for medicinal purpose* or fine
arts.) Aloes, Assafwtida. Ammonia, Cantharides,
Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap.
Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver. Rhubarb. Sarsaparilla. Sponges, Verdigris, Vanilla Beaus, 10 per cent, ad
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark. 16 per cent, ad
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential oils,
Ep*«>m Salts, Isinglass, Flor Sulphur, Senna Arrow
Root, blue or white Vitro!, Ginseng, 28 tier cent.—
CoptM-ras, 25c p 100 lb.—Bleaching Powders, 30c p
100 lbs.—Alum ami Sago, 60c p 100 lbs.—Refined Borax, chromate and bichromate Potash. Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 3c p tb —Opium, 31 p lb —Balsams and
Quinine, 30 p cent.—Alum, Sal
Soda and Soda Ash jc V lb.—Bi Carb Soda, ( austic
Soda, Liquorice Root, 1 c p tb. and ground do 2c p
lb. Liquorice Paste, 6c p lb.—Refined Camphor
and Cream Tartar, 6c p lb —Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Rochelle Salts, Gum Copal, and others gums
or resinous substance* used for same purposo as Gum
Copal, 10c p tb.—Roll lirimstoue, 36 p ton.—Oil
Cloves, 70c p lb.—Morphine, 31 p ox.—Alcohol, 40c
p gal —All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
Root, lc |» lb.
DY E WOODS.—Free.
DUCK.—p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—30 p cent, ad val.

can

State.

Ghrocers,

_j.23dtf

J.

CHEESE.—4c p lb.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous 31; all other kinds 60c per ton.
COFFEE.—6c per lb
CORDAGE.—Tarred 2*c p lb. Manila 2c p lb, all
other 8c p lb.
DRUGS AH® DYES.—Per lb. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,

than

Perllnad. Me.

(a,
di*
8 to 9 di*
0 v£ 2 di*

doty of 10 per cent, is levied on al
im|>orted direct from the place ol
growth or production.
ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.—-30 per cent.
BITTER.—4 \* cent.
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c., *per

we are

customer* hotter

STORES,.... COMMERC IAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Wtdgery'n Wharf,)

1 17
321

An additional
merchandise not

I.YM II A CO.,

of

GRANITE

}

Baltimore.
Louis.
Cincinnati.

dtf

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

($0 1 di*

St.

23, 1W12.

AND

n
40J
76} a, 77
(to T-10 di*

..

variety

merchant,

"Wholesale

9
00

9O'a)
1

Jnur

JOHN

ham

6J.®

Brown,

FLOUR, PRODUCE, PROVISIONS JAND GRAIN,
UNION ST., PartU.d.

6 00 ® 6 25
4 00
6 00

62}^

k

AMD WHOLESALE DEALER 1M

2 00 to 2 50
2 60 to 4 <10
2 00 ft 2 38

42 to

Manning

on hand and mad. to order,
style and flnlsh. From our long

Premium Blank Book,
of every
oar

Per Hand,

for both kakkikd axd
LADIES, and is the very best
as it
will bring on the jkoxthlv xickxem
in esses of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind hare been tried
in min.
CVOver 9000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a
tinglt Jo.ilurt when taken as
directed, and with'
out the least
Injury to health in sss

as

Watch-Maker,

101

10}«)
lo]<«g

Established la 1885.

designed

"Ixolk

dents WHATEVER.

These Scale* are.still manufactured
\onfft by the original inventor*, who
are constantly adding such mf and
rainablt improremrntM as their long
and skill suggest.

!

WAREHOUSE !

experience,

g;

10 a)

PREMIUM STANDARD

—AND—

PAPERHANGING

Manufacturing Jeweler,

J-k

STATIONERY,

eodtf

AND SILVERSMITH.
Alno, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

7

gg

I'tinnivira

BLANK BOOK AND

WM. II. H. HATCH,

87}®

6)
7

Tea, Hyson.
Tea, Young Hyiton.
Tea. Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.
Tobacco.
6’* and 10> best brand*.
6’* and 10’* medium.

P

SEAVET.

Physician*

EXCHANGE ST.

Me.

PRAEELIS C

AGENTS.

in

For BLEEDING. BLIND, and ITCHING PILES.
LEPROSY. SC ROFULA. SALT RHEUM,
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
One bottle warranted to cure every case of Piles; two
bottles in all other cases of the above diseases; If not,
dealers are requested to rofond the
money In every
ea-e.
Only five bottles in a thousand returned, and

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store by

M.

June 23.

R.

FOWLE'S PILE AND MUMOR CUBE

No. 6 Galt Block Commercial Street,

AXrnEW T. DOLE.

to

THE ONLY 8URK CURR

DEALER* IN

PORTLAND,

directed

or

Picture-Framing,

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,
22

be

me
engaging elsewhere. Remember that I am the originator or the 25 cent
packand
also N. E. Agent for H. II. Llovd
age stationery,
k Co’s celebrated Maps and Charts, and J. C. Buttre’s
fine Steel*Engraved Portraits. Withal, it
may be
safely said, that I have the best assortment or the
most saleable articles for the times that cau be found
in New England. For particulars, address B. B.
RCSSKLL, 515 Washington Street, Boston.

16

**

STARCH.—20

WANTED!
about to

Done neatly as usual.

merchants,

WHOLESALE

AND

A A.

Philadelphia.

and

Book-Binding

MOODY,

Commission

should

the sale of 26 cent packengage
THOSE
ages of Stationery, Maps, Charts,
Portraits,
should write to
before

Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, when* he will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods in his line, at
very low prices.

GENERAL

Teas.

Hemp

dtf

d3m

9 00 (g 9 60

H‘>ugh.

"

Exchange Street.

_

Extra

Coke.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.

communications

COLESWORTHY,

ME.

J'1"*' &

A.

Strait*, cash.
Plato*—
Char. I. C.
I. X.

All

GREENE, 36 Bromfleld Street, Boston.
Not*. Persons wishing to investigate this method
of practice, or its superior success, will be furnished
with a pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free,
by
addressing K. GREENE, M. D., 36 Brumfield Street,

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

Half W.y Dow. Will.w Street,

of

be at the office from 8 A. M., to 1

Dr. Greene will

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frame*, Piper Biiiim Fmcj Goods, It., tc.,

dxw2w

PORTLASD,

Yellow.
Yellow.
Muscovado.
"
in bond.
Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar. ( rushed
Sugar, tiranulated.
Sugar. Powdered.
Tallow.
American refined.

Flax

order.

free

Boston.

S. II.

executed to

by mail,

charge.

Has removed hi* stock of

Cassia

Portland

Portland, June 23.1862.

is

thing known for the purpose,

part of the country with foil

The office will be
open, and competent persons in
attendance, from 7 1-2 A M to 6 I'. M.

66 and 68

ME.

seut to any

of Dr. Greene’s personal attention.
Consultation at the office, or

Sell Cheat.

PAINTER,

This erlrbratml F<-m»lo MHklne,
virtues unknown of nnyl
thing else of the kind, and proving
effectaal after all others have failed,

possessing

Persons having Cancers, or those afflicted with complicated diseases, should immediately avail themselves

BAILEY A NOYES,

s*. 10 EXCHANGE STREET,

Spices*

Canary.

may be

directions.

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers, Envelope*—
white and buff. Gold Pens, Steel Pens, Ac., Ac. Every article at lowest rates. W* Buy for Cash and

OLIVER S. DEALE,

7

6Jg

Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, ('motile,.
Soap, Crane’*.

Sagar*
Sugar.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar.
Sugar.

Portland,

Dm. MATT1 SON'S INDIAN EMM KNAG OGLE.

principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the use of Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart
Complaint, Rheumatism,
Inmate Complaints, and a gmat variety of ordinary
Diseases are successfully treated by Medicine which

Rook n*ed

kind of Blank

everv

TIE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY
FOR FEMALES.

ease, upon the

by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and CountJug Houses.

ft.

Red l op.

Gkkknb, M. D., Superintending Phytician.
This Institution was established for the cure of Dis-

Journal*, Ledger*, Invoice, Sale*, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Docket*, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.
We make to order

f^ret't.

R.

STATIONERY.

Hon. J. ,T. Perry, Oxford,
11. P. Deane, E*q., Portland,
D. W. Fessenden, Esq..

Soap. 1/eathe k Gore’*, Trowbridge

p ft.
Clove*.
Ginger, (Race).
Ginger, (Africa).
Mace.
Nutmeg*.
Pepper.
Pimcuto.
Seeds.
Herd* Gras*,.
Western Clover.

NOYES,}

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

RimilfCM:

d&wlw

Rev. N. Day, Pret't. Rkv. I’. Mason, Vice

given to the collection of all de-

mands.

13]

1 30
6
15
8
17
11
54
8 50

Law,

BRIDGTON, MAINE.

[COPYRIGHT SECURED]

OFFICE 36 BIIOMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

Manufactured and for Sal© by

66 AND 68

IIALE,

and Counsellor at

ssnp.

k Smith'* Extra No. 1

GOODS,

_MEDICAL.

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

ACCOUNT BOOKS!

BAILEY &

FURNISHING

DAVID

1 50
5 50

14
12
14
15
14
18

1

Clothiers,

Of the NTost Desirable Dattern.
Portland, Juno 23. 1362.
tcialm

6J

4]

13 ®
4 jo}
02 ®

BLANK

AKD DEALEH8 IK

1 65 (g 1 00

Rum, Portland distilled.
Saleratas*
Saleratus p

Fashionable
GENTS’

2 75
2 374
2 37}
1 20
20

04
25
40
21

2]®

BOOKS & STATIONERY. BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ti'CHER & WEBNTER,

@ 8 50

6fcg

6
3
85 w
92
35 ®
42
10]® 12
80
22®
00 ® 1 25
16 ,®
00
88 ® 1 12
65 ®
6ft
68 e)
70
7ft ® 0 00
10 ®
2ft
12 ®
00

Camphor,.

Pork, ines*.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Ham*.
Produce*
Beef p quarter, p ft.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes. Pbrl.
dried, p lb.
Angles,
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice*
Rice p tb.

(g 8 75
@

2 50 g
2 124<a)
2
1 lo

2J®

Cream Tartar.

Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

00
00
50
25

Salt, Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt. Liverpool,.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch*
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—P 100 lbs.

Sulphur.
Sal Soda.

Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Yen. Red.
Litharge.
Red Jx*ad.
Plaster*
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provisions*
Chicago Me** Beef..

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

Salt.

08®

4 ®
6 ®
6 ®

Portland Lead, in oil,...
Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc.,
American Zinc, **

11

Alma.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

17 (®
17 ®

3 00
4

14]

12]® 13
130®130
15 ®

BUSINESS CARDS.

1 75
1 12

lb.

12]

12]®
10;®

1 56

Palais*

p bbl. S4 00 @ 6 00
6 (®
7
p lb.
6
6 ®
Cored
Apple*,
p p.
2 ®
3
Apples, Unco red p lb.
Bread.
6 00 % 5 25
Bread. Pilot p 100 lb*.
8 76 P 4 00
Bread, Navy.
8 60 <S 0 00
Cracker* per bbl.
Crackers, p 100.
35® 40

Apple*,

Hoops

The shallowest understanding, the rudest
hand, is equal to the task of destroying or
pulling down. Folly and rage can demolish

(ffi
g
p
2 60 g
8 (g

Onions
per bbl.
do Bermuda P lb.

corrected for the Pbk&h to June 23.

Shipping Lumber.

Good.—'“Who made yon ?” asked a teacher
of a lubber of a boy, who had
lately joined her
class.
“I don’t know," said he.
“Don’t you know ? You ought to be ashamed of yourself, a boy fourteen years old ?
Why
there is little Dicky Fulton—he is
only three—
he can tell, 1 daresay. Come here,
Dicky:
who made you ?”
“God,” said the infant.
“Well, he oughter." said the stupid boy,
'tain t but a little while since he was made."

1 60
1 58
1 05

—

see:

“We are requested to announce that the next
clerical meeting at the Capitol will tie
opened
with a sermon by Mekkz Akmageddon Skedaddle Baldwin, from the text, ‘Let us run
w ith patience the race set before
us.' Seats
free, and no hat passed round!”
No better text could Ik* selected, unless,
perhaps, the following detached passages: “Judas
went out and hanged himself—go thou and do

1

Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neat* foot Oil.

June

23, 1843.

Book, Card

w5wl

&

NEATLY

Fancy Printing,

GENERAL ORDER No. 15
The l.oumor and Co—idiff ta Clrflf directs,
that all soldiers belonging to Maiuc. at home on furlough or otherwise, not having been discharged from
service, will report themselves in person or by letter
to the Adjutant General at Augusta forthwith.
All such persons, except those whose furloughs
have not expired, who fhil to rejHirt themselves Immediately. will be liable to be treated as deserters.
All officers of Maine Regiments or companies, except those on parole, now absent from duty, will
be considered by the War Department as "'absent
without leave.” unless they report in person at their
respective commands imu»-<iiat«-lv. or their ibtmuci is
dul> anthori/e«l by orders from the Adjutant General
of the ( nitvd Mates, w Inch order must lie based
upon
a c» rtiticate w hich the Cat master will ns|«iirt* before
a puv men! is made thereon.
A') iu valid ami wounded officers of Maine, who are
abb to travel, although their disability may not have
beeo removed, will immediately report in |>er»on to
the General Commanding the camp of Instruction at
Am apoli* Maryland, and thence proceed to their
commands, or remain at that |s«t until an Examining
RoitidMtail decide U|kmi their ability to return to
duty.
The foregoing in in pursuance of orders from the
Wa* Depart uh nt at Wasliingtou, and its requirements
ut»ist not be neglected.
Hy order of tkr
JuilX L. IIuDMNIN, Ai^utaut General.

WASTED.

EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

)
(
1W2. )
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SMALL RENT, of five or six
the business part of the city.

rooms, near

Enquire at

